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Kenneth A. Gabbert,  
Village Manager 
 
Village of Ridgewood 
131 North Maple Avenue 
Ridgewood, New Jersey 07450 
  
Re: Village of Ridgewood Public Works Fleet Services Division Audit 
 
Dear, Mr. Gabbert: 
 
The following shall constitute the Commercial Vehicle Consultants Inc. 
(CVC) report, submitted in response to the Village of Ridgewood New 
Jersey’s request for auditing of its Fleet Services.  The conclusions and 
opinions rendered in this report are based upon the information 
gathered from sources within the Village, its records, its personnel, 
interviews with technicians and our observations and inspections.  We 
at Commercial Vehicle Consultants Inc., reserve the right to supplement 
or amend this report if we receive additional information or 
documentation of any kind relating to this audit. 
 
INTRODUCTION: 
 
The Village of Ridgewood (Village) operates its own Fleet Services 
Division.  The Fleet Services Division (Fleet) maintains and services all of 
the Village’s rolling stock for all the operating divisions, including the 
Police, Fire, Solid Waste and Recycling, Water and Water Pollution, 
Sewer, Signs and Signals, Emergency Medical Services, Board of 
Education, Central Dispatch, Engineering, Fleet Maintenance, Motor 
Pool, Building, Parks and Street Departments.   Many are essential 
services others provide a vital service to the Village and all contribute to 
the lifestyle to which the Villagers are accustomed. 
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Fleet also provides maintenance services for several outside 
municipalities, such as the Borough of Waldwick Fire Department, the 
Borough of Midland Park.     
 
The Village has engaged CVC to conduct a thorough audit of its Fleet 
Services seeking recommendations on way to reduce cost, improve 
efficiency, improve its relationship with its vendors and realize benefits 
from wherever they may be. 
 

QUALIFICATIONS: 
 
The qualifications and experience Commercial Vehicle Consultants, 
herein referred to as “CVC”, brings to the Audit of the Village’s Fleet 
Services is both particularly germane and central to the task.   CVC 
through the four members of the team assembled for this assignment, 
bring years of appropriate experience and practice.  This team, has 
combined over 65 years of municipal fleet maintenance experience and 
20 years of managing municipal fleet services operations including 
maintenance, procurement, R&D, training, IT, employment, and 
disciplinary procedures.  
 
Additionally the team boasts over 25 years of shop evaluation, vehicle 
and equipment valuation experience and specifications development.  
See exhibit one four the qualifications of the four primary individuals 
assigned to this project. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
We feel that access to the Fleet Services facilities, equipment and 
personnel out side the normal hours of operation, is important in-order 
to:  
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1) Meet the Village requirement to minimize our presence and to strive 
to not interfere with the Village daily operation and for; 
 
2) Get a true sense of the issues that affect the Village operations.  
 
To that extent the Village did grant such access and CVC has performed 
some inspections, audits and evaluations of the facilities, equipment 
and personnel after normal working hour and on weekends.  We believe 
the goals stated above have been achieved, and that important 
information has been gained leading to valuable insight and 
understanding of the Village Fleet Services Division operation and 
needs.  
 
OVERALL APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY: 
 
In order to address the requirements of the RFP, we utilized the 
following methods and techniques to compile facts, research, develop 
support for our opinions, and provide a comprehensive report with 
viable solutions and recommendations. 
 

1) On-site interviews with personnel from the individual operating 
divisions, including senior personnel, operations managers and 
staff; 

2) Interviews and discussions with the Fleet managers, associate 
staff and technicians; 

3) Analysis of data collected from the Fleet maintenance and 
preventative maintenance records; 

4) Analysis of data collected from fuel, oils and parts records; 
5) Analysis of tasks and standards for the employed titles and 

comparison to similar titles and compensations; 
6) Analysis of overall maintenance policies and procedures (PAP) 
7) Analysis of middle management PAP 
8) Analysis of procurement PAP 
9) Analysis of vehicle and equipment fleet needs vs size 
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10) Analysis of parts inventory 
11) Application of CVC’s knowledge and experience with other  

fleets 
12) Development of recommendations for, as it pertains to the Fleet 

Division: 
A - Organizational structure 
B - Policies and procedures 
C - Fleet size, need, age, replacement and use 
D - Cost saving initiatives 
E - Procurement practices, vender relations and part 

management 
F - Privatization vs. In-contracting   

 

DISCUSSION: 
 
Throughout this report, you will find individual conclusions, opinions 
and recommendations associated with the areas of concern.  Along with 
the summary portion of this report, the individual recommendations 
represent all of our conclusions, opinions and recommendations. 
 
VEHICLE FLEET ASSESSMENT: 
 
Inspections and Audit: 
 
Over the course of several weeks, CVC was granted unfettered access to 
the Village fleet. Supervisors at the various fleet domicile locations 
granted our inspectors sufficient time and space to properly inspect 
vehicles that were available. As expected not every vehicle in the fleet 
was inspected due to operational considerations. Some of the 
inspections were conducted off hours and times, including weekends, 
to maximize the data used for our analysis.  
 
Although greater than ninety percent of the vehicles were inspected it 
was apparent early on during the inspections that the fleet was well 
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maintained. None of the vehicles inspected warranted being taken out 
of service for severe defects. It was noted that there were several 
vehicles that were past their useful life cycle and should have been 
relinquished but were being retained for spares or other use. 
 
The vehicle repair records were assessed for their accuracy and 
completeness. While the electronic records did reflect the paper copies 
in the files it was noted that there were several deficiencies with regard 
to DOT regulations. Proper vehicle repair record covers indicating 
information as required by 49CFR396 were not in the files. Inspection 
reports and documentation was not in compliance with current DOT 
requirements adopted by reference by the laws of the State of New 
Jersey. 
  
Daily driver’s reports, another DOT requirement, were not evident at the 
domicile locations for the vehicles inspected. This documentation is a 
driver’s daily record of inspection and use for each vehicle each day. 
These reports represent the first document prepared identifying vehicle 
defects that need repair and the final sign off by the driver after a 
vehicle is returned to service.  
 
Recommended Replacement Cycle: 
 
Any replacement cycle adopted by the Village must be grounded in 
sound fiscal policy. The optimum replacement cycle for any particular 
vehicle represents an economic dilemma. The purchase price of a 
vehicle or piece of equipment alone does not represent its final 
cost. There are other elements of cost which must be included in order 
to establish more accurately a final cost; these include the cost 
of procurement, up keep and disposal. 
 
Life cycles should be calculated based on a thorough cost analysis and 
other factors. The key factor in making this evaluation is the availability 
of specific and accurate data.  Complete, accurate and up to date 
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maintenance records allow fleet managers to evaluate costs and project 
future maintenance and repair expenditures. Without this important 
data, replacement cycle computations are incomplete. Though industry 
averages may be employed to produce replacement cycles, this method 
does not reflect the specific usage or needs of the Village. 
 
The value of the vehicles and equipment purchased by the Village 
depreciates over time, at a predictable rate. One must predicate the 
economic life cycle of a vehicle on this depreciation and the vehicles 
cost factors and must take into consideration the term required for the 
funding mechanism to mature.  Once the vehicle is paid for, when it is 
no longer a debt to the Village, it becomes a candidate for replacement.   
If a vehicle is paid for and still returning a value to the Village, it is not 
necessary to replace it, although there are other factors to be 
considered.   
 
Once a candidate for replacement, condition reporting is a practical tool 
in helping to determine if there is useful life in fleet vehicles and 
equipment: helping to establish future maintenance costs, the potential 
for major repairs and predict when repair cost may exceed the residual 
value of the vehicle or equipment. These factors are key to good 
decisions that affect maintenance costs and life cycle planning.   
 
Condition reports should provide validation for disposal decisions as a 
vehicle or piece of equipment is condemned and disposed.  Fiscal 
prudence dictates that vehicle and equipment valuation and disposal 
decisions be independent and corroborative processes, thereby 
reducing error and impropriety.  
 
Lacking specific data related to the Villages’ usage, industry standards 
for replacement might be used to evaluate whether or not to retain the 
vehicle in the fleet. These industry standards are often based on 
average expected maintenance costs which have been experienced on 
larger fleets of similar vehicles. If a vehicle has experienced lower than 
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normal use, minimal wear and low maintenance expense, it need not be 
replaced at the end of its calculated life cycle. 
 
Projected costs for maintenance should include several factors such as 
actual expenditure, warranty, fleet age and fleet condition.  Warranty, 
both factory and extended, can be used to extend the useful life of 
major components such as engines and transmissions. Failures of 
major components are often the determining factor in deciding to end 
the service life of a vehicle. 
 
The average age of a fleet is also a consideration in determining life 
cycle.  Younger fleets are less prone to breakdowns and experience 
lower maintenance, repair and fuel costs. In addition to lower operating 
costs, the need for backup or spare vehicles is decreased, lowering the 
over-all fleet size and capital value of the fleet. Older fleets suffer from 
technical obsolescence and higher maintenance costs. Parts once 
readily available become scarce, sourcing delays become commonplace 
and out of service time increases exponentially. This is particularly true 
for specialized and/or custom equipment. Older fuel systems are 
incompatible with newer fuels such as E85 and may suffer damage if 
the wrong fuel is inadvertently introduced into the vehicle. Newer diesel 
fuel systems use ultra low sulfur fuel for better emissions and suffer if 
the wrong fuel is introduced.  Usually the average age of a fleet is 
nothing more then an indicator of increasing costs. The Ridgewood 
Fleet is not unlike many local municipal fleets but when compared to 
more progressive, modernized private national fleets, the Ridgewood 
fleet age is both decidedly and expectedly older.    
 
Continual monitoring of repair costs and vehicle condition is paramount 
in maximizing life cycle. This is a function of a coordinated shop 
computer software system.  Further in this report there is a 
recommendation for a software system that provides the Village with 
the ability to track these costs and periodically ascertain the condition 
of the vehicles. Using this accumulated data, management can easily 
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evaluate the vehicles on an ongoing basis to weed out those that are a 
drain on resources and retain those that have a value to the Village. 
 
As part of our recommendation, annual condition reports need to be 
prepared for each vehicle, preferably prior to the annual State 
inspection. This is a convenient time for this inspection as the vehicle 
should be evaluated and necessary repairs identified and made prior to 
State inspection. At this point the fleet manager should determine 
whether to continue to repair or replace the vehicle. This process will 
compel the fleet manager to address each vehicle annually. 
 
Based on industry standards and using data from the Village’s repair 
records, the following is a recommendation for replacement cycle use 
as a baseline. 
 
a. Police vehicles - 

1- Miscellaneous - dependant on the class of vehicles;   
a - Passenger cars (pool cars not patrol cars) 5-7 years 
b - Light Duty - 7-10 years  
c - MD 12-15 years 
d - HD limited use 15-20 years 
e - HD High use 10-12 years 

2- Radar Trailer - 15-20 years 
3- Patrol cars - 4-5 years  
4- Passenger Car - not used as patrol cars 5-7 years 
5- SUVs – 7-10 years 

 
b. Fire vehicles - 

1- Pumpers - 12-15 years 
2- Tower Ladder - 12-15 years 
3- Rescue Vehicle - MD 12 – 15 years or HD 15 – 20 years 

providing new technology can be installed cost 
effectively 

4- Command Vehicles - SUVs 5-7 years  
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Note: The Fire fighting apparatus mounted on these vehicle types 
must be evaluated separately and a determination as to its safe and 
effective use made in consideration of the recommendations of the 
National Fire Protection Association standards 1911, 1912, 1914 and 
1915.   
  

c. Sanitation collection Trucks - all HD high use 10 -12 years 
1- Collection Truck  
2- Recycling trucks 

 
d. Water Dept - 

1- Light Duty 7-10 years 
2- Heavy Duty 15 – 20 years 
3- Vocational Vehicles, Application specific will need to be 

  determined on a vehicle by vehicle basis 
 

e. Water Pollution Dept - 
1- Light Duty 7-10 years 
2- Pickup Trucks - can be LD 7 -10 years or MD 12 -15 years 
3- Heavy Duty - HD limited use 15-20 years, High use 10-12 years 
4- Tanker - HD limited use 15-20 years, High use 10-12 years 
5- Vocational Vehicles - Application specific will need to be 
   determined on a vehicle 

6- Supersucker - HD limited use 15-20 years, High use 10- 12 years 
7- Backhoe - 15 – 20 years 
 

Pick-up trucks used for winter snow plowing will experience greater 
wear then normal pick up trucks of similar classification, however the 
classification of these vehicle will remain the same.  The affect may be a 
reduction in life cycle, which, would be predicated on the skilled use of 
the operators and the ability to maintain them.  
 
f. EMS - 

1- Ambulance - MD 7-10 years limited use 5-7 years High use 
2- Communication Vehicle - LD 5-7 years, MD10 -12 years 
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Life cycle formula:  
 
While no specific formula exists to plug in the numbers, the following is 
a method to help determine life cycles. 
 
Current practice: 

• Purchase vehicles with bonds ranging in maturity from ten to 
fifteen years.  

• Purchase price information does not reflect total costs to 
purchase i.e. procurement, maintenance and disposal costs are 
factors that contribute to the final cost of a vehicle or piece of 
equipment.  

• Vehicle disposal and liquidation procedures are lacking.  
• Condition reports are not available for each vehicle or piece of 
equipment. 
 

Recommended Practice: 
 
During the life cycle of vehicles and equipment, there are occasions 
when it is appropriate to evaluate its fitness and value.  These 
evaluations should occur much more then most fleet operators believe.  
Decision regarding a vehicles worthiness of repair, if made properly, 
determines when to repair or condemn such a vehicle or piece of 
equipment, thereby affecting the over-all cost of the equipment to the 
fleet.  These decisions are an effective way to control or reduce 
operating costs.  Making decisions for unusual repairs that come with 
significant cost, and that cost, should be lowered and the frequency of 
such decisions increased as the equipment gets older.      
 
When a vehicle is to be evaluated for replacement or major repair: 
 

1. The Village finances its vehicles and equipment in a number of 
ways.  Identify the term of the amortization with which the vehicle 
was purchased.   
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2. Prepare a condition report on the vehicle; inspect all major 
components and its overall condition.  

 

3. Identify the residual value of the vehicle using on-line resources 
such as National Automobile Dealers Association, Kelley’s Blue 
Book, EBay, Auto trader, etc. If Village auction information is 
available and most recent information is used. 

 

4. Be realistic in the evaluation, fleet vehicles are often at the lower 
value range on any of the listed sites.  

 
 

5. Evaluate the cost of ownership to date.  Include all maintenance 
and repairs.  Compare the costs to similar vehicles in the Village 
fleet. This will help to identify high maintenance vehicles.  

 

6. Estimate the cost to repair the current problem and any defects 
identified on the condition report. Estimate the cost to maintain 
the vehicle for the next year. Example tires, oil changes, 
inspections, upgrades etc. Be mindful that the older the vehicle, 
the more likely maintenance costs will increase.  

 

7. Identify the replacement cost and lead time to replace the vehicle. 
Include bond costs, specification development, purchase 
procedure costs, inspections and delivery. 

 

Consideration for replacement should focus on vehicles for which the 
Village is no longer indebted. There are extenuating factors that may 
require a vehicle to be replaced when it is not a fiscally sound decision.  
Examples of these are; accident damage and need during the 
anticipated time for replacement.  Unless there are such extenuating 
circumstances, properly documented and justified, no vehicle or piece 
of equipment needs replacement for which the finance term is not 
anticipated to be complete, prior to the encumbrance of replacement 
funds. 
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The residual value minus the anticipated cost to repair will yield a 
current value for the vehicle.  Compare that value with the costs of 
replacement and of lead-time.  Consider the age and the current usage 
of the vehicle.  After evaluating the costs and value, determine whether 
to replace the vehicle or repair and retain it.    
 
In order to 
establish life cycle, 
all the above 
factors must be 
part of the 
consideration.  
Reliable data will 
be important.  As 
the chart above 
indicates, as the 
residual value 
declines, cost of 
ownership rises.   There may be points where the cost of ownership 
eclipses both the residual value and the amortization costs.  It may no 
longer appear to be a financially sound decision to repair the vehicle.  
However, as the above chart shows, until the cost of amortization drops 
out at the point where the indebtedness is paid, there will likely be a point 
where it again becomes cost effective and continued use advisable.   
 
An appropriate “Life Cycle” would therefore be calculated as the point 
where, on this graph at 2010, the mortgage is paid, the annual cost of 
ownership is again higher than the residual value and the usage drops 
off.  The additional factor, that of the increasing cost of the amortized 
anticipated replacement, which has the effect of increasing the cost of 
future annual ownership, now dictates the point of replacement or the 
“Life Cycle.”   
 
Usage is important to analyze, as it can indicate when a vehicle is no 
longer needed. When usage drops off, at any point, the need for that 
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vehicle should be re-examined.  Once usage drops off and the 
financing is done, the vehicle becomes expendable if, the annual cost of 
ownership becomes higher then the residual value.  The vehicle life 
cycle should be that point on the graph when the amortized 
replacement value become greater than the cost of ownership.  The 
underlying basis is the fact that the Village requires a replacement 
vehicle to conduct its business. Should the need for a particular vehicle 
or piece of equipment change, then the replacement cycle must be re-
examined as well.  As discussed previously, there can be justifiable 
circumstances that dictate keeping the vehicle in service longer then the 
calculated life cycle. 
 
Review anticipated service Life: 
 
CVC reviewed the Village data reflective of vehicle “Expectancy” and 
again found the data to be less than reliable.  However, we found the 
expectancy or anticipated service life figures to be random.  Similar 
vehicle types did not have similar life expectancy i.e. class 5 and class 7 
vehicles randomly have 5, 7, 8 or 10 year expectancy, when they should 
all be one value or should at least be the same minimum and maximum 
numbers.   
 
We compared the Village’s life expectancy values to our inspection 
results.  Often the vehicles were in better condition than expected, 
having been well maintained, in good condition and with low mileage.  
Yet the life expectancies do not reflect the vehicle condition as it 
equates to longer life.  Although this could be perceived as added value 
to the Village, if the life expectancies are unduly short to begin with, 
then the perception of added value will be wrong.     
 
In addition to the life expectancy, usage is another factor in computing 
equipment value for the Village.  As we mentioned above, whenever 
usage drops off significantly, the need and value should be re-
examined.  Usage data is another important piece of information the 
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Village should collect and maintain in a computer database, on a 
continuing basis.  The Villages current monthly mileage reports would 
be a good place to capture mileage and hours except that the data 
would need to be tested for its accuracy before it could become the 
basis for managerial decision.  The source of the data not the method 
of collection is the suspect weak link and until proven reliable should 
not be used as such. 
 
The Village as a whole, its operators, managers and mechanics, needs 
to become better at documenting usage, i.e. miles and hours so that 
these operational decisions can be made based on accurate 
information. 
  
We noted that the Village has a tendency to hang on to vehicles beyond 
their life cycle.  The Village is expending budget money to keep the 
older vehicles in a spare vehicle capacity.  Vehicles are not removed 
from the fleet when they have reached the end of life cycle; rather they 
are left in the fleet only to be used occasionally.  This occasional use is 
expensive and unwarranted.  Their presence leads to unauthorized 
usage.  The vehicles should be taken out of service and sent to auction 
or other disposal method according to plan.  
 
Each vehicle type likely has a number of ways to dispose of it, such as 
trade in value vs sale or auction or scrap value.  These decisions would 
have to take into consideration vehicle age, residual value and condition 
as well to make an informed decision.  The village should actually 
employ all methods of disposal.  These considerations should be the 
responsibility of the fleet manager and would be greatly enhanced by 
the computer, software and data collection recommendations made 
elsewhere in this report.    
 
Once a vehicle is no longer used to its fullest, its value to the Village 
diminishes by the lack of use and its depreciation continues. The longer 
a vehicle remains un-disposed of, the less the Village can expect to 
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realize for an auction.  Vehicles, not properly disposed of, tend to be 
scavenged for parts and lose additional value, a current problem. 
 
Life expectancies should mirror the life cycle and both should be the 
product of a continual computation.  As we described herein, the right 
computer software is a key component and along with proper data 
collection will provide the Village with this vital data for planning the 
Village’s Fleet Budget.  See our recommendations for computer software 
elsewhere in this report.  
 
Based on our experience, the vehicles and equipment the Village 
currently own, compares well with the equipment and use of other 
municipal fleets.  The condition of the Village’s fleet as a whole is good.  
The equipment is well maintained and experiences low mileage, 
however in order for the Village to realize the full extent of added value 
from the over-all condition of the fleet, the life expectancy values 
should be increased to reflect more closely the recommended values for 
life expectancy listed above, as a base line.  Then, using the 
recommended computer upgrades and software, fine tune these 
expectancies and keep them updated regularly. 
 
Once the Village gets to the point where its fleet size is accurate in 
number based on need, life cycles are computed as recommended, and 
vehicle relinquishment is more efficient, then it will have realized the 
full value of its procurement and maintenance efforts.   
 
Consideration of appropriate equipment type for Village use should be 
a part of the procurement process, more specifically the specifications 
development process.  We recommend that as vehicles and equipment 
reach there replacement age; the continued need for the equipment be 
examined and the actual performance requirements be developed 
between the users of the equipment, the Fleet Services division and the 
Engineering division (as the developers of the specifications.)   
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Regarding lease vs purchasing, the development of these decision 
criteria are based on the life cycle chart above.  It is usually advisable to 
lease vehicles when the anticipated amortized cost of replacement, 
example taken from the above chart, exceeds the cost of leasing as 
indicated in the Purchase vs Lease chart below. 
 
Here, the chart below displays the yearly rising anticipated replacement 
cost compared with two leasing options.  Lease option 1, represents a 

standard 60-
month lease 
agreement in 
which the Village 
retains ownership 
of the vehicle 
after the lease 
term is complete.  
As the graph 
shows the cost of 
financing, then 
reduces to zero 

for the rest of the vehicle life cycle.  The second lease option costs less 
but at the end of the lease term, the Village would return the vehicle 
and renew the lease for a new vehicle.    There are different factors that 
make the different lease option more advantageous but the lease 
simply represents another form of financing for the Village.  Lease 
option 2 resembles the standard procurement financing where after the 
mortgage has been paid off, the finance factor drops out of the cost of 
ownership.  Terms, interest rates, tax advantages, insurance costs, 
residual value all factor into the decision to lease over purchase.  
 
The above computations do not represent the cost of ownership; 
procurement, repair and maintenance and deposal costs have not been 
factored in for either option.  As a note, lease payments are usually 
considered operating expense rather then capital expenditures and can 
be an appealing option for that reason. 
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Operational Recommendations:  
 
Preventive Maintenance: 
  
Preventive maintenance is a set of procedures designed to maintain a 
vehicle in good working order and minimize unexpected and costly 
repairs. The standard oil change is but one part of a complete 
preventative maintenance program. A good program inspects the 
vehicle on a periodic schedule and checks key components for normal 
wear and tear and addresses those deficiencies before they become a 
reason for an out of service condition.  
 
The process of PM scheduling takes into consideration the amount of 
use a vehicle is subjected to over a period of time and is adjusted to 
meet manufacturers recommended oil change intervals as well as other 
component and fluid services. This is not the only criteria for 
scheduling vehicles for PM services. Good fleet management dictates 
that vehicles be inspected on a regular basis whether they are in need 
of fluid changes or not in order to address the other components that 
are subject to wear such as wiper blades and tires so that these 
components do not render a vehicle out of service when needed.  
 
In addition to fluid changes a good preventive maintenance program 
addresses deficiencies found during inspection and effects repairs while 
the vehicle is being serviced. A well managed preventative maintenance 
program will result in vehicles rarely needing wear and tear items 
between PM services. Things such as brakes, tires, bulbs, air 
conditioning, wipers and fluid leaks should all be a part of the 
preventative maintenance inspection and not result in out of service 
conditions between services. 
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PM Scheduling: 
 
The current process for pm scheduling is to go back six months and 
select the vehicles that were serviced at that time and list them for 
review by the supervisor. The supervisor then selects which vehicles he 
wants to service and schedules them for Pm service. 
 
Mileage is reported weekly, “Wacky Wednesday”, on a form that is 
submitted to the fleet service clerk. She in turn enters the information 
into the PM spreadsheet and thus updates the amount of miles used 
from the last pm. This is all done using a excel spreadsheet. The 
accuracy of this form and consistency of reporting is in question. Many 
vehicles appear not to have their information updated in a timely 
manner. It is also noted that not all divisions report their information on 
a regular basis. 
 
Some vehicles are passed over and not inspected on a regular basis, 
while others receive maintenance after only 300 miles.  While some of 
these vehicles have not met the mileage requirement for oil change, the 
need for general inspection is overlooked.  A hands-on look at each 
vehicle increases the likelihood that the other wear components 
needing service will be identified and addressed prior to failure.  
Conversely, performing maintenance too early on vehicles, such as PD 
13 after only 300 miles and in the same month takes the mechanics 
away from other needed work, greatly reducing the efficiency in the 
shop.  
 
Observation: 
 
As indicated by the chart “PM Services by Month” the number of PM 
services varies from 7 to 40 per month.  Making efforts to equalize the 
number of PM services performed each month as much as practical is 
important.  As noted, PM services often produce other work because of 
the safety inspections. Equalizing the number of vehicles serviced each 
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month will help to equalize both the PM and subsequent workload in 
the shop.  
 
The schedule should consider the type of equipment when attempting 
to equalize workload.  Heavy-duty vehicles require much more time to 
service then the light duty vehicles. 
 
The light duty vehicles are serviced in a good and efficient manner. 
Vehicles are rarely out of service for regular maintenance items between 
preventive maintenance inspections. The technicians that perform the 
PM services are addressing the service needs of the vehicles.  
 

 
 
 
The medium and heavy-duty vehicle PM service scheduling is faulty in 
that they should be scheduled by considering the accumulated miles 
and hour between services.  Each vehicle should incorporate an hour 
meter and have both the mileage and the hours recorded.   
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Recommendation: 
 
The scheduling of the fleet for preventative maintenance inspections 
should be overhauled. The current process leaves vehicles uninspected 
for over a year in some cases. The need for scheduling should be a 
component of computerized vehicle maintenance data base. An area of 
the shop should be dedicated to PM servicing and vehicles scheduled on 
a consistent basis to equalize the number of preventative maintenance 
services each month, thereby equalizing the shop repair workload as 
well.  
 
Employ a specific and detailed inspection form for each class of vehicle, 
to insure that all necessary components are being address during the 
inspections with the inspectors signing off on the inspection and 
maintenance work, as required by federal and state law. 
 
Consider a PM Service schedule that employs both a wet and dry PM.  
Wet PM refers to changing oils and fluids along with the safety 
inspection, while a dry service is the safety inspection only.  Employing 
the two on a rotating basis achieves significant parts and labor savings 
while ensuring the safety and reliability of the fleet.   This is most 
effective on medium and heavy-duty vehicles.  Scheduling fluid changes 
is more efficient if done by hours of operation on these two classes of 
vehicles.  Many of the engine manufacturers are recommending as 
much as 5000 hours of operation before changing the oil.   
 
The most cost effective oil change intervals can only be achieved 
through oil sampling and analysis.  This method allows for the longest 
accumulated hours of operation between oil changes while protecting 
the component life.  Even some of today’s transmissions are allowing 
cradle to grave oil as long as the filters are changed and oil samples 
taken. The savings this represents in the normal service life of a heavy-
duty vehicle can be as high as $600.00.  It will reduce the amount of 
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used filters and contaminated oil in the waste stream cleaning up the 
environment as well as reducing fleet operating expense.  
 
Synthetic oils out perform standard mineral based oils and therefore 
offer greater protection for components and a longer period between 
oil changes.  They come at a greater cost though and careful 
consideration should be given to there use.  Synthetic blends can be 
used to achieve a middle ground between cost and the benefit of 
extended change intervals.  Many component manufacturers either 
recommend or require that synthetics oils be used. Here again, a good 
oil analysis program would help to identify how much of a benefit could 
be derived from the use of synthetic oils. 
 
Vehicle Assignment and Use: 
 
While the Village requested an analysis of the vehicle usage, there were 
no consistent records to analyze to determine the use patterns, vehicle 
assignments, take home records and especially to establish an audit 
trail for such uses.  Especially troublesome is the fact that there were no 
centralized documents regarding vehicle assignment for when Village 
vehicles are permitted to be taken home by Village employees.  
 
One use pattern that was obvious was that using the newest vehicles 
occurred more often than older available vehicles.  Other seasonal or 
limited use equipment understandably receives limited usage. 
 
Recommendation: 
 
We acknowledge that take-home privileges or personal use of Village 
vehicles is in some cases necessary.  However, the ability to take home 
a vehicle must be controlled and an audit trail established. At this time, 
it was not clear which Village employees have the authority to take 
Village vehicles home and what is the authorized use of the vehicle. 
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Home use should be regulated e.g. to and from work, response to 
emergency, unlimited personal use. 
 
The Village should establish a “Vehicle Home Use” policy. The policy 
should define whom in the Village chain of command, at their 
discretion, has the authority to permit subordinates to take a vehicle 
home. The policy should set the guidelines for the use, proper 
documenting of Village vehicle use, record the justification for such use 
and to establish where the vehicle use is permitted. 
 
A form indicating vehicle ID, employee name, need, use, duration of 
use, destination, Village business and expected return should be 
completed prior to authorizing an employee to take a Village vehicle 
home, especially if home is beyond the boundaries of the Village. These 
forms should be on file in two places: the office of the department head 
authorizing the use and at the Village Manager’s, where it can be 
subject to audit.  
 
Motor pool software should be used to manage these vehicles. 
Individuals taking vehicles home would have specific vehicles assigned 
to them and the mileage and use recorded. Usage records would be 
available for analysis of use patterns to help determine the most cost 
effective use of the vehicles.  
 
Motor pool software will help identify vehicles of like kind and vocation 
that could be rotated to minimize the accumulation of excessive 
mileage on some vehicles while others are barely used.  This is 
happening, for example, with the fire inspectors where three vehicles of 
like kind are used by inspectors while two similar vehicles used by the 
Chief and Assistant Chief do not get the same usage. Rotating the 
vehicles between the Chiefs and the inspectors will minimize the 
variation in accumulated miles.  
 
Equipment needed by some Village agencies, such as a dump truck and 
backhoe, are needed only part time or for seasonal workload. Other 
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unique and task specific vehicles could be part of a Village motor pool 
as well, to improve usage efficiency, lower operating costs and perhaps 
loaned to other municipal entities to offset the cost of ownership and 
maintenance.   
 
Motor pool software is essential to capture use patterns and analyze the 
data to maximize use.  It will provide documentation of vehicle 
assignment both during working hours and off.  The software will be 
the audit trail the Village is now lacking.  See our recommendations for 
computer software else were in this report.  
 
Staff Responsibility: 
 
There are four employee titles identified, utilized in the “Fleet Services” 
division of the Village of Ridgewood; Auto Mechanic (3), Senior Auto 
Mechanic (3), Fleet Manager (1), Senior Clerk Typist (1).  See CVC 
exhibit two Titles and responsibilities. 
 
The two mechanic titles are appropriate for the job responsibilities, and 
the specialized skills within this group are appropriate for the job of 
repairing the different types of equipment operated by the Village.  
They should continue to be appropriate for any future needs of the 
Village.  
 
CVC finds that the “Senior Clerk Typist” title and responsibilities are 
appropriate for the current tasks and recommended new tasks for the 
position.  We do feel the position is not sufficiently utilized, as more 
should be done by this sub-division of the Village, through this position 
to: accumulate, process and distribute reports and data representative 
of the daily operations of Fleet Services, and also of the status of the 
Village’s fleet, inclusive of all departments. The insufficient use is due 
to a lack of direction caused by unstated or unrecognized requirements, 
which underscores the need to re-allocate and to redefine the 
administrative requirements of this position.  This is one area where 
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upgraded computer hardware and software are necessary; see the CVC 
recommendations for computerization elsewhere in this report. 
 
CVC has identified a fundamental problem between the mechanics titles 
and the Fleet Manager title.  The Village is currently using a Senior 
Mechanic to govern over his fellow mechanics, set shop workload 
priority, run the parts room activities and liaise with the Fleet Manager 
and other Village staff.  In addition, this particular senior mechanic is 
the union representative for the mechanics, which poses a number of 
management, and disciplinary problems for the Village. It is not in the 
job title of the senior mechanic to police his fellow mechanics, nor is it 
a good idea from a managerial standing. 
 
CVC believes that proper operation depends on motivating personnel, 
developing discipline and achieving the goals of efficiency and priority; 
the Village should install a “Supervisor” title to act as the intermediary 
between the mechanics titles and the Fleet Manager.  This would install 
a person with a recognized authority over the mechanic workforce.  The 
title has the proper tasks and responsibilities to cultivate and maintain 
shop efficiency through proper disciplinary practices and coordinate 
suitably with his superiors in his direct chain of command and the other 
titles and Village personnel.   
 
Most importantly, this position creates more direct control over the 
daily decisions of workload, setting and responding to changing 
priorities, job assignment, work performance and discipline. 
 
As for the “Fleet Manager” position, CVC could not find a job 
description for this title.  However, when interviewed, the Fleet Manager 
explained that his actual title is Director of Automotive Services, for 
which we were able to locate a complete job description.  We feel this 
title would be appropriate for the eventual tasks and standards of the 
position.  However, the definition of these tasks and standards must be 
re-evaluated and restructured so that they are more suitable and clearly 
stated.   
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In our opinion, this position is underperforming for a number of 
reasons.  There have been multiple changes in the hierarchy within the 
Public Works Department and control over Fleet Services has transferred 
several times recently.  CVC recognizes this as the weak link in the 
command structure acting as an obstacle to achieving the levels of 
performance, efficiency and control desired by the Village. 
 
It is also our opinion that it is necessary for the Village to take 
affirmative control over the Fleet Services division, requiring compliance 
with the mission of the Village: its policies and procedures, discipline, 
decorum and professionalism throughout.  Only then will the Village 
realize the full potential of an efficient, responsive Fleet Services 
division.   
 
Leadership will be required from the top to bottom and we feel the 
disconnect between upper management in the Village and the Fleet 
Manager Position requires the attention of a strong leader who will re-
establish  the ethics and morale of the Fleet Services Division. 
 
This is not to say that the most recent reorganization cannot or will not 
be effective.  This is our recommendation based on the observations 
and interviews conducted prior to the reorganization. 
 
CVC finds the need for two immediate actions by the Village. First, the 
Village should re-evaluate the responsibilities of the Fleet Manager 
position. Then it should re-state these responsibilities to the Fleet 
Manager and along with a set of standards for these tasks 
(responsibilities,) develop a clear understanding with him of the 
Village’s expectations and how the Village will rate his performance.  
 
Further, CVC recommends that the Village, when re-evaluating the Fleet 
Manager’s responsibilities, move the tasks of this position toward a 
manager that with direction has latitude to make overall operational 
decisions, to manage the assets, budget and performance and give 
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direction to the supervisor and staff assigned to the Fleet Services 
division.  
 
This individual, if properly qualified should be in the position to 
develop policies and initiate procedure designed to control expense and 
eliminate waste within the Village’s fleet.  The Village cannot achieve 
this vital aspect unless this individual has the support of the Village and 
the appropriate level of authority to be successful.  
 
Furthermore, the Village must make clear to him exactly where he 
stands in the Public Works Hierarchy.  The Fleet Manager must 
recognize his position and the importance of conducting himself as a 
professional.  Leading by example, he will find it helpful as he will be 
responsible for the conduct and performance of his subordinates and as 
he interacts with other Village personnel.  
 
Workload: 
 
CVC found that the staffing level of mechanics titles is excessive for the 
anticipated workload.  Based on the available records, derived from 
repair order data, the mechanics were busy only 43% of the time.  See 
the chart entitled “Annual Labor Hours.” However, based on our review 
of a representative sample of the mechanic’s daily time records, CVC 
does not have a confidence in the accuracy or utility of these records to 
base opinion on them alone.  See CVC exhibit three, “Daily Time 
Records”. What became obvious beyond the level of unreliable data 
within the records was that no one has been checking these records as 
important documents whose data is of the utmost importance in order 
that management can rely on them as the basis for operational 
decisions.  We found the records completed jokingly, as though they 
were something the mechanics were not taking seriously.  They were 
inaccurate, incomplete, written with such poor handwriting as to be 
illegible and some included what they consumed during breaks.  
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There is discontinuity between the two sets of records that we used to 
verify the accuracy of the data. If taken on face value, the data is 
alarming, indicating that the mechanics are working only half the time.  
The information should have prompted some form of supervisory 
response either to correct the work inefficiency or to improve the data 
collected. On the other hand, the mechanics claim to be too busy.  
While we were there, the mechanics appeared to be busy and at there 
appointed jobs, although we found evidence of many types of 
distraction and opportunity to linger.  Most of the mechanics 
interviewed conveyed a concern for improper supervision, pointing to 
the Fleet Manager as the source of their concerns, referring to his 
method of management as bias and arrogant. 
 
Their time records appear to verify their claims, showing them busy all 
day, as you would expect.  Our observations found them to be busy 
whenever we were present. Another indication of excessive workload 
that we found is the reports of vehicles left unrepaired for long periods. 
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As discussed, the accuracy and utility of the data within the following 
chart is questionable and should not be used to judge shop efficiency 
on the merit of this data alone.  It does appear to demonstrate, as we 
have suggested the need for appropriate supervision were as the 
mechanics must be guided by watchful true authority and not left to 
there own devises. 
 
Note that in the chart “Labor Hours 2008” there appears to be no loss in 
the average hours accumulated in the shop between the periods January 
through September and October through December.  During the later, 
one technician, JC was assigned to work in the parts room and recorded 
zero hours in the shop yet the monthly average hours did not suffer.  
Instead, the technicians JN & JG increased their productivity. 
 

 
 
With the obvious problems associated with these records, the disregard 
for policy and procedure and the outright disrespect for the Village 
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management, one raises the question who is watching out for the best 
interests of the Village. 
 
These documents are an embarrassment to the Village and a complete 
waste of time.  If no one properly completes these important 
documents, then the Village should discontinue their use, though doing 
so would be tantamount to the Village surrendering its authority if not 
insisting on a level of compliance with its policies and procedures.   
      
Opinions about the Fleet maintenance operation, its efficiency and 
anticipated workload, are to some extent, inaccurate and unreliable if 
based on these records alone.  
 
Workload is a product of a number of things, such as the amount of 
work to be performed, i.e. repairs based on driver complaints and those 
found during preventative maintenance efforts such as oil and filter 
changes and safety inspections.  Preventative maintenance is a 
predictable and controllable workload whereas repairs are 
unpredictable.  These factors usually increase as a fleet ages, but can 
be reduced if vehicle usage is low. In the case of the Village of 
Ridgewood, CVC has determined that most of the Village’s fleet is 
under-utilized; therefore, the excessive average fleet age is not overly 
affecting the workload.  Furthermore, we found that most of the repairs 
were the result of the inspection and maintenance efforts and not from 
breakdown, which allows for a more accurate prediction of workload 
and speaks positively about the work that is perform by the Village’s 
mechanics.  

As one would 
expect, there are 
segments of the 
Village’s fleet that 
do affect the Fleet 
Services workload 
more then others.  
The vehicles that 
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see daily/24-hour use or extreme use such as police cruisers, 
ambulance, and sanitation trucks normally require more repair 
attention.  This should be taken into consideration when anticipating 
workload. For example the Recycling Department takes up an unusually 
high percentage of the Village parts and labor expense even though it 
represents only 13% of the Village fleet as opposed to parks and streets 
which represent 19 and 15 percent respectively. 
 
There are practices that fleet operators employ to control vehicle 
downtime and therefore the workload in the repair shop.  We found 
evidence of either abuse of repair protocol by the mechanics or a 
disregard for the opportunity to control the workload by the 
supervision.  For example, it is not necessary to replace every part 
associated with a repair.  These bad habits increase both the parts and 
labor expenditures and usually have no basis to justify either.  Class A 
mechanics should be qualified to make decision of what is usable or not 
when making repairs.  It is important to utilize supervision to insure 
proper application of these practices.  
 
Every operator complaint does not necessarily equate to a required 
repair.  Here too, the Village must employ supervision to make proper 
repair, monitor or ignore decisions. 
 
The process of running repairs is a well-established and helpful tool for 
managing shop productivity and priority, and minimizing vehicle down 
time.  However, careful management is important to insure that the 
decision about operating vehicles with a running repair does not allow 
the use of a down vehicle; only a supervisory level employee should 
make these types of repair decision.  It needs mentioning that for a 
number of reasons, the operators must be included in a decision to 
operate with a running repair.  As these repair decisions can happen 
frequently, this speaks to the need for a supervisor position to liaise 
properly with the operators and keep the mechanics focused on their 
primary task. 
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Although it is difficult to predict workload accurately based on the 
records we examined, the staffing levels of the Village’s Fleet Services 
division is typical when compared to other municipal fleets of similar 
size.  We use industry data and averages combined with some reliance 
on the data we collected from the Village’s records in our estimation of 
workload.  However, the Village, going forward, must endeavor to 
collect accurate repair cost and labor data and institute the following: 

 
a.  Mechanics must properly complete repair orders that accurately 

document parts usage and expense, and labor time by mechanic. 
 
b. Mechanics must complete daily time records thoroughly and 

accurately and in a manner suitable.  
 
c. Mechanics must stay focused on and not be distracted from their 

assigned tasks. 
 
d. Supervision must review both repair and time records, and sign 

them approving there accuracy for data entry. 
 
e.  Supervisor must stay properly engaged in shop activities, 

maintain awareness of productivity, checking for undesirable 
work habits, and stay mindful of workload, changing priorities 
and vehicle downtime control opportunities. 

 
f. Supervisor must stay focused on his assigned tasks within the 

shop. 
 

The Tasks of the Titles Must Be Managed  
 
There appears to be a well-defined hierarchy within the Village 
Organization, despite the lack of an up-to-date Organization Chart.  
Beginning with the Village Manager and down, there exists a hierarchy 
of well-considered titles for the different positions.  However, CVC did 
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not find a formal set of performance standards for each of the tasks 
within the different titles of Fleet Services. 
 
It appears no one is re-enforcing through subordinate evaluations, 
communication and discipline, the requirements of each job 
description.   
 
CVC found that there are no documented tasks and standards; no 
process used to evaluate the Villages personnel.  Without a formal 
process of discipline, the Village is in a bad position to enforce 
discipline throughout the ranks, maintain respect for superiors and 
achieve the desired work performance. 
 
The process of discipline should include a set of standards for the 
different tasks of a job title.  On a periodic basis, communicating these 
standards clearly to employees is important, so that each is aware of 
and understands the requirements of their employment terms.  It 
should be required of the employee to sign in acknowledgement.   
Then, on an ongoing basis, employee supervisors must apply a process 
of fair and equitable evaluation and discipline.   
 
As an example, the Fleet Manager’s title, which is the title within the 
Fleet Services division responsible for its daily operation, must lead by 
example.  CVC found that his superior had not evaluated him nor did he 
perform evaluations of his subordinates.       
 
Therefore, the Village must institute the following: 
 
a. Define job tasks and standards for the different job titles and the 

descriptions.  Take advantage of this effort to match the position 
responsibilities to the needs and desires of the Village. 

 
b. Develop of procedure for the evaluation of the Fleet Services staff 

which utilizes the above tasks and standards, attendance record for 
the evaluation period and incorporates any notes from disciplinary 
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conferences or letters to the subordinate’s personnel file.  Use this 
process throughout the Villages hierarchy.  

 
c. Adopt industry defined evaluation criteria to insure a fair and 

irreproachable system of evaluation.  
 
d. Adopt and follow a well define procedure for discipline, which 

identifies undesirable work ethics and performance and incorporates 
an escalating system of consequence for continued improper 
behavior.  The system must recognize the desirable behavior as well. 

 
Chain of Command:  
 
There is a common division of control between the user and 
maintenance operations.  Born from the need to use the equipment 
each day and to repair the equipment properly, a foreseeable conflict 
arises from these needs.  If command within the Fleet Services Division 
is over-ridden, the chain of command within the Fleet Services division 
becomes undermined.  We found that the mechanics actually disobeyed 
orders from there direct supervisor to follow the orders of another 
official.  Practices such as this must desist, despite the level of authority 
of other officials or of who is more correct.  The Village management 
must act more professionally discussing there disagreements away 
from the eyes and ears of subordinates.  Once a decision is made, the 
direct supervisor of the mechanics must present it as though it is a 
mutual agreement.  Care must be taken to avoid giving the impression 
that the management “can’t make proper decision” or “can’t get along.”       
 
Intuition: 
 
CVC found that senior mechanics are setting repair priority even though 
by title they do not establish the priority of repair work.  The senior title 
can only adjust the work according to established priority.  When 
interviewed the individual currently assigned to manage the shop told 
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us that he would communicate with the different operating groups and 
that he would apply his priority to the workload.  This would occur 
often without discussion with his superior.  As we have said often 
throughout this report, the daily business of the Fleet Services “happens 
intuitively” and less on the chain of command or on their priority.  
Although the work seems complete, this practice rarely achieves the 
biggest “bang for the buck” insuring the highest priority work always 
gets the attention as needed. 
 
Based on the above observations and of our consideration of the fleet 
make up, age, usage and anticipated replacement, CVC concludes that 
the Village does not currently have sufficiently acute or detailed records 
to be able to establish a set of recommendations regarding staffing and 
workload specific to the actual Village needs.  Instead, we based our 
recommendations somewhat on the information gleaned from the 
Village and combined with other information, standards and our 
experience.   
 
The suggestions made herein have been: 
 

1- Re-establish control over the Fleet Services division by correcting 
deficiencies in both upper and middle management.    

2- Establishing control and discipline over the mechanical workforce 
3- Taking more control over daily maintenance decisions, improving 

efficiency by controlling costs better and eliminating waste 
through supervision 

4- Improve communication between Fleet Services, the other Village 
divisions and upper management 

5- Improve the accuracy of data collected and establish a confidence 
in its use in the managerial decision process. 

6- Improve the computer technology   
 
We at Commercial Vehicle Consultants would like to see the Village 
control costs, reduce waste and improve the efficiency in the Fleet 
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Services division by adding a Supervisor position to the current 
hierarchy.   
 
It is our opinion that along with the above-mentioned improvement in 
efficiency and reduction in costs, proper supervision will also achieve:  
 

1- More production from the current number of mechanics; 
2-  Improve the percentage of operational vehicles; 
3- Allow a reduction in the fleet size due to the availability of more 

vehicles; 
4- Improve the responsiveness of Fleet Services to changes in 

priority; 
5- Put vehicles and equipment back into service faster; 
6- Entertain providing repair services to surrounding municipalities 

to further improve efficiency and shed costs and; 
7- Ensure the readiness of essential Village services to respond to 

emergencies.   
CVC recommends the Fleet Services organization be restructured as 
follows: 
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Chart I 

 
 
We feel the changes reflected in chart 1, best position the Village to 
ensure the readiness, condition and performance of its fleet by 
addressing several inherent managerial flaws.  The changes set the 
stage for improved communications within Fleet Services and with other 
Village divisions and its upper management.  In particular, the Village 
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will realize better control over the fleet, its condition, continued 
readiness, and of its maintenance operation as a whole; as the changes 
allow for a more refined set of responsibilities, better defined path of 
communications and reporting and addresses our primary concern for 
the lack in administrative control. 
 
It is not our intention to say that those responsible for administration 
have failed.  Fleet Services, is a division of the Village that does not, 
now enjoy the same level of authority the other divisions have despite 
its large budget and wide breath of control across all divisions.  
 
Management: 

Chart II 
 

 
 
The improvements come from the following being done in conjunction 
with the organization changes.   
 
The Director of Operations must take administrative control of Fleet 
Services.  Together with the Fleet Manager and the Senior Clerk Typist, 
they must assume the administrative responsibilities of the Villages 
entire fleet.  Not just the rolling stock but of all the mechanical 
equipment and vehicles the Village owns. The recommended control 
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should reach across all divisions.  The Fleet Services division must be 
responsible for the operational status of the fleet and the data 
collection, documenting and reporting of same.  Each division within 
the Village will report the status of all vehicles and equipment under 
their auspice, at minimum daily, or as needed based on situation.  
 
Fleet Services will administer the fleet budget i.e. fuel, parts etc, fleet 
size and life cycle, and repair, condemn and replace decisions, and have 
direct input in developing equipment and vehicle specifications.  They 
will control all Research and Development projects including seeking 
out those projects that reduce costs, improve efficiency, clean the 
environment and reduce carbon footprint.  Many of these projects if 
managed properly can bring in revenue to the Village. 
In addition they will have the administrative responsibility for the 
operation of the Fleet Services division, its supervisor, mechanics its 
budget and priorities. They will control the operation of the Fleet 
Services division, setting the goals and priorities, directing its operation 
by setting objectives and creating the mechanism to measure the 
effectiveness of the operation. 
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Current Organization  
Chart III $823,219.00 
 
The responsibility for 
the efficient daily 
function of the Fleet 
Services maintenance 
operation shall fall 
upon its Supervisor.  
He will take direction 
from the Fleet 
Manager, maintain 
direct communication 
with him over all fleet 
maintenance 
decisions, cause the 
most efficient use of 
the six mechanics, 
parts, tools and 
equipment to ensure 
the Village’s fleet is, 
at all times, at its 
most ready condition.  
The supervisor will 
ensure compliance 
with all Village policy 
and procedure. He or his designee will be responsible for sign offs on 
vehicle status, repair order and time records approval, parts ordering 
and usage.  He will also ensure communication between the Senior 
Clerk Typist and himself regarding shop maintenance data, repair 
orders, time records and parts records is at all times accurate and 
dependable 
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Cost as Recommended 
$939,324.00 
 
The existing structure, 
chart III, with its inherent 
flaws must be changed to 
achieve improvement.  
Responsibilities need to 
be reorganized, both 
efficiencies and 
deficiencies identified and 
responsible change 
designed into a blueprint 
for improvement.  The 
current model however 
represents partially, the 
cost of doing business 
and as such is the starting 
point.  The current cost of 
personnel at Fleet Services 
is $823,219.00, based on 
2009, year end 
projections.  The 
projected cost to the 
Village of the 
recommended changes 
would be $939,324.00, or 
an increase in the 
operating budget of14%, 
as shown in the chart on 
the right. 
 
Should the budgetary 
constraints on the Village 
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be that extraordinary that the work force in Fleet Services cannot be 
expanded as recommended, there are a number of alternatives. 
 
The effort of restructuring for 
maximized efficiency and cost 
reduction would then be best 
achieved by a restructuring as 
in the adjacent chart.  A 
mechanics title (otherwise 
referred to as a line) would 
become expendable and in 
order to achieve the maximum 
benefit the highest paid title 
would be the logical choice.   

 
Expendable Chart IV   

 
The easiest way for the Village 
to achieve this would be the 
option to promote from within.  
Take one of your highest paid 
titled employees, providing 
there is one qualified for the 
job, and promote him to the 
Supervisor position.  The 
restructure would then be 
similar to the representation in 
the chart to the left, the cost of 
which would be $830,585.00, 
an increase of .008 %, less than one percent as represented below.   
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$104,239.00 

Senior Auto Mechanic
$107,107.00 

Senior Auto Mechanic 
$108,739.00 

Senior Clerk Typist 
$70,598.00 
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Promote from Within 
& Helper 

$897,716.00 
Another desirable 
alternative that 
would do many 
things for the Village 
is to promote the 
supervisor from 
within as in the 
adjacent  chart but 
add an additional 
line that lends both 
extra manpower at a 
reduced cost, see 
the chart on the 
right.  
 
 The addition of a 
helper line adds 
manpower and can 
easily be managed 
and trained by the 
supervisor and other 
technicians. Another 
benefit will be that 
the apprentice-ship 
will create a line of 
titles to offer both 
merit and 
promotional opportunities.  If properly managed, as described 
elsewhere herein, the mentoring and cultivation of personnel from 
within the ranks is a valuable effort.  In today’s environment, good 
technicians are scarce. Promoting from within allows the Village to 
identify the good from the bad early and before too much has been 

Director of Operations 
Fleet Services 

Fleet Manager 
$128,742.00 

Supervisor of Mechanics
$115,600.00 

Auto Mechanic 
$95,012.00

Auto Mechanic 
$100,042.00

Auto Mechanic 
$104,239.00

Senior Auto Mechanic 
$107,107.00 

Senior Auto Mechanic 
$108,739.00 

Senior Clerk Typist 
$70,598.00 

Helper 
$67,131.00
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invested into the cultivation effort.  A 9% increase over the current Fleet 
Services operation cost or $897,716.00, but priceless in the opportunity 
it presents. 
 
Fleet Staff Training and Competencies: 

As noted, CVC conducted staff interviews and spent significant time 
discussing individual training, experience and knowledge. Each staff 
member was evaluated based on the level of expertise needed to 
perform the tasks associated with their current titles. CVC found that 
the current group of technicians has demonstrated that they are 
capable and competent to perform the tasks at hand.  

There are some among the group that show continued interest in 
learning and have done so on there own. These technicians have 
demonstrated their dedication to their profession by choosing to secure 
training on their own, not depend solely on the Village provided 
training.    

However, there is need for continued training on the latest 
technological improvements and computer systems. There is currently a 
protracted lag time before the Village attains such training from its 
vendors. The Village should not wait until the end of warranty terms to 
begin training technicians on new vehicles. Often the ability to diagnose 
a problem as a warranty repair requires training on the new systems. 
Training in diagnostics results in less wasted time, parts and labor. 

Training provided by some vendors is nothing more than a presentation 
from a salesman. The Village should insist on factory professional 
training when training is included in a purchase contract. 

We have also identified some basic and refresher training that should 
be considered, such as;  

• Hydraulic and electrical training 
• Brake certifications that all should have 
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• Training for Fleet Services shop work standards and procedures 
• OSHA training for work safety protocol, cleanliness, right to 

know, physical mobility and reduce injuries 
• Support procedure training for the mechanic and supervisor that 

will provide support to the different divisions (fire, police, 
sanitation, etc.) should be established and taught on a regular 
basis. For example, what division takes priority, which needs 
specialty parts, what are the lines of communication and who to 
report and answer to. 

• Village rules and regulations to establish and remind the Fleet 
Services personnel what is expected of them i. e.. No working in 
shop on private equipment, No unauthorized persons in the shop, 
No watching TV, etc. 

Be aware of breeding the attitude that if not shown then I can't be held 
responsible! 

Vehicle Service Status reporting: 
 
Vehicle service status reporting is an important tool in scheduling and 
measuring workload and fleet readiness. Often this seemingly minor 
detail of when a vehicle is out of service is skewed to reflect fewer 
vehicles out of service than there actually are or perhaps the opposite 
so that things look worse then they are.  Most importantly, the Village 
must accumulate “Out of Service Time” data per vehicle, each day, 
which is not currently done.  This information is vital to many of the 
management tools and decisions about the Village fleet, its operation 
and the operation of the Fleet Services division. 
 
So when is a vehicle “unserviceable” or “Out of Service?”  Simply put, 
whenever a vehicle or piece of equipment is inoperable, if it is unsafe to 
operate, or if its operation will cause more damage to the vehicle.     
 
The Village fleet division currently reports a vehicle out of service when 
the vehicle is brought in for repair. This method does not address the 
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true backlog of work.  Documenting a vehicle out of service when it is 
presented to the shop does not allow for true measurement of out of 
service time. When a vehicle is reported out of service by the operator it 
should be immediately listed as out of service and the fleet division 
notified of the condition.  
 
Running Down Vehicles: 
 
What to do with the vehicle that has a problem but is still useable 
presents a dilemma for both the maintenance division and the 
operators. While a seemingly minor defect can wait until the next PM 
Service, minor defects can escalate to a major problem in a short 
period. Any decisions to keep vehicles in service with a known defect 
must be made by the Fleet Manager or his designee.  The supervisor is 
best suited to make decisions as to weather the vehicle problem can 
and should be a considered a “Running Down” vehicle.  Considerations 
such as; vehicle priority; can the vehicle be operated safely with the 
defect; can the defect result in greater repair costs due to the continued 
use of the vehicle; workload in the repair shop; and parts availability all 
play a part in a decision and only the Fleet Services supervisor will be 
aware of all these considerations.  For example, often, if the workload 
of the shop allows, the vehicle with a minor problem can be repaired 
and quickly put back in service without any delay. 
 
Operators: 
 
In the over-all scheme of things, the operators play a big part in the 
decisions to “Down” a vehicle, or in other words cause the vehicle to be 
“Unserviceable”.  Each is considered knowledgeable and skilled at 
operating the vehicle or piece of equipment they are assigned.  Each is 
therefore qualified to decide when that piece of equipment has an 
operational issue and then to “Down” the vehicle responsibly and in 
compliance with Village policy.  CVC recommends that the Village adopt 
the out of service criteria and recommended practices for documenting 
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“Out of Service” vehicles and their complaints within the Code of Federal 
regulations title 49 CFR § 393, 396 and appendix “G”, for all equipment 
status.  
 
CVC Recommended Practice “Service Status”: 
 
CVC recommends the following method for reporting vehicle “Service” 
status: 
 

• When an operator reports a defect with a vehicle or piece of 
equipment it is out of service immediately.  

• The daily Driver Vehicle Condition Report (DVCR) should be filled 
out noting the defect in writing with as much specificity as 
possible.  

• The vehicle status should be reported to the Feet Services division 
immediately with a brief description of the problem.  

• A copy of the DVCR should accompany the vehicle to the repair 
site.  

• Once a vehicle or piece of equipment has been reported “Out of 
Service” only the Supervisor of Fleet Services division or his 
designee have the authority to authorize the vehicles continued 
usage.  

• While vehicles are waiting for parts, they remain out of service.  
• While vehicles are waiting vendor repairs, such as warranty or 

body repairs etc, they remain out of service.  
• All out of service vehicles remain out of service, including those 

repaired by vendors, until the supervisor of Fleet Services or his 
designee authorizes the return to service.  

• After the vehicle is repaired, the supervisor or his designee 
should sign the driver’s daily report, and the document returned 
with the vehicle.  

• The next driver to use the vehicle should acknowledge the repairs 
are satisfactory and that Fleet Services signed it off, by signing 
the previous DVCR that listed the problem.  
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• The DVCR should then be filed as per DOT regulations at the 
operations office.   

 

See CVC recommendations regarding vehicle records elsewhere in 
this report. 

 
This method of reporting vehicle status insures that proper DOT 
procedure are followed as required. It generates a proper paper trail 
regarding repair and retention of records, as required by law.  The Fleet 
Services division and all Village Managers are always aware of the fleet 
status and can now properly plan activities accordingly. Examples of 
DVCRs are available for purchase from the JJ Keller catalog or at 
www.jjkeller.com/ru. 
 
Outsourcing review: 
 
Outsourcing repair services is a necessary part of maintenance 
operations. The individual repair shop cannot afford to have all the 
specialized equipment to effect every repair necessary to maintain a 
vehicle. Prudent use of outsourcing is an economic way to have 
specialized repairs completed in a timely and cost effective manner. 
 
Body repair services require equipment and specialized skills. Things 
such as paint spray booths are required to meet environmental laws. 
Specialized chemicals, paint and solvents, require special handling and 
are somewhat hazardous. Body shops are required to use these 
chemicals under strict regulation including proper recycling and 
disposal. The Village shop should not undertake anything but the most 
simple tasks regarding body repairs. That said the Village should 
require that any shop used for outsource repairs be in full compliance 
with EPA regulations and be inspected and approved before outsource 
repairs are preformed. Questions such as, is the spray booth used for 
painting capable of holding the vehicle sent in for repainting, should be 
answered prior to sending vehicles for repair.   
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New vehicles are equipped with a varied array of computer based 
controls. These controls require specialized computer programs, often 
proprietary, to diagnose and repair. It is not cost effective for one shop 
to purchase and maintain all the computer software to repair vehicles 
from several manufacturers. The On Board Diagnostics version two or 
commonly called OBD2 is an SAE standard for computer diagnostics. 
While this standard will allow many aftermarket computer scanners to 
access the onboard computers not all the information available to the 
manufacturers software is available in the aftermarket. Things such as 
body electronics including air bag computers are not always available to 
the aftermarket diagnostic equipment. This then requires that the 
vehicle be repaired at the dealership. This is the only way to properly, 
and cost effectively, have these specialized repairs done. 
 
Other equipment such as front end alignment machines are not used 
with enough frequency to justify ownership. These services are normally 
required after the shop has repaired steering related components. While 
the use of the alignment machine justifies outsource repair the repair of 
the worn out or damaged components does not.  
 
Heavy spring work, such as on sanitation collection truck, sometimes 
requires specialized equipment to disassemble, rebuild and replace. 
The cost of this equipment, used only a few times in the lifetime of a 
vehicle, is expensive. Again, this type of equipment is specialized and 
these types of repairs should only be outsourced as necessary. Not all 
heavy-duty spring work requires specialized equipment and care must 
be taken not to send out all work that could be done efficiently in the 
shop. 
 
Glass repair requires some specialized equipment. Windshields require 
not only specialized equipment but experience and skill as well. Glass 
repair is not usually a major cost factor in the overall maintenance costs 
of the shop. 
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Transmission repair has two separate tasks. With the advent of 
computer controls the transmission now has a large electrical 
component. The computer diagnostics are usually available to the 
aftermarket hand held computer diagnostic equipment. It is cost 
effective to diagnose and repair or replace faulty wiring and 
transmission components in the shop.  
 
The other task in transmission servicing is the repair of faulty 
mechanical components. Again, there is specialized tooling necessary 
to disassemble, repair, reassemble and test transmissions. While the 
overhaul or remanufacturing process requires specialized equipment 
the removal and replacement only requires normal available shop tools.  
Removal and replacement should be handled “In House”.  
 
Annual bucket truck inspections require specialized electronic test 
equipment. These annual inspections should be performed by 
outsourcing to the proper testing and inspection firm. 
 
A review of the repair records indicates the Village outsources a variety 
of repair tasks.  
 

• Body work, collision repair 
• Transmission repair and replacement 
• Spring servicing 
• Front end work including alignment  
• Electrical diagnostic and repair services 
• Inspection services for bucket trucks 
• Glass replacement 
• Warranty repairs 

 
The review of the repair records did not present a cause for concern. 
There were some repairs that were outsource that could have been 
done in the shop, however, there was not sufficient data to support a 
conclusion that outsource repairs were not necessary. 
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An overall impression of outsourced repairs is that while the majority of 
repairs outsourced were justified, some work could be done by the 
shop to promote efficiency and save money. For example, when a 
transmission has a mechanical failure and needs to be replaced, the 
shop should remove and replace the transmission. Buying a rebuilt or 
remanufactured unit and replacing it with shop personnel is more cost 
effective than towing the vehicle to a vendor and paying the vendor to 
remove and replace the unit. There is a sufficient level of outsourcing 
being done by the maintenance division. The services outsourced are 
consistent in type and frequency for a fleet of this size.  
 
At this time, there is no recommendation to increase outsourcing rather 
a recommendation to consider less outsourcing to better utilize the 
mechanical workforce in the following areas: 
 

• Diagnose repairs fully before sending vehicles to vendors for 
repairs to eliminate unnecessary outsourcing. 

• Repair or replace suspension components such as springs as 
shop capabilities allow. 

• Purchase rebuilt or remanufactured components i.e. 
transmissions and engines and use shop personnel to remove 
and replace the transmissions. 

• Outsource front-end alignments but not the repair of steering or 
suspension components. 

 

Parts Process: 
 

We did not find a formal parts process that provides a reasonable 
degree of accountability for the procurement, management, control or 
use of parts, nor did we find an inventory system in place that employs 
reasonable control and accountability features. Here again those in the 
Village’s Fleet Service division currently performing these tasks are 
making due with what they have.  We feel that a major overhaul is 
required in this area to bring the Village up to standard.  Fortunately, 
the effort and the expense will actually be minimal, especially given that 
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parts and inventory purchases represent a significant expenditure 
surpassed only by fuel and labor expenses. 
 

Operating Expenditures 2008 $1,764,788.34

$646,864.72, 37%

823219, 46%

294704.62, 17%

Fuel

Labor

Parts

 
 
The incorporation of computerization is our highest recommendation 
toward improving the Village’s parts process and its accountability.  Not 
surprising is the fact that it is also the number one recommendation of 
all the vendors we contacted.  Almost all the vendors utilize computer 
inventory systems that could be interfaced with a Village operated 
computer system quickening part ordering and processing, reducing 
prices, improving invoicing and e-mail will potentially reduce phone call 
expenditures. (See our computer recommendations elsewhere in this 
report) 
 
The Process: 
 
First and foremost, any process adopted by the Village should include 
levels of managerial and supervisory authorizations.  All parts used 
most be assigned to a Village asset i.e. vehicle or piece of equipment, 
with a proper paper or computerized accounting. The supervisor or his 
designee must sign off on daily parts usage, acknowledging the 
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appropriation and use of all parts.  This may seem to be unreasonably 
cumbersome however, it will keep the supervisor aware and involved in 
the parts activities. 
 
All part acquisitions should be authorized by the Fleet Manager or his 
designee.  No one other than the supervisor or his designee shall have 
the authorization to order parts and sign for them.  The Fleet Manager 
or his designee must approve all payments for parts.   
 
“Make Them Your Stock Room”: 
 
The newest movement in the industry regarding parts inventory, control 
and use is “On Demand” or “On Time” delivery of parts and inventory.  
This latest movement makes the vendor “your stock room” and allows 
you to keep less inventory. 
 
Precise ordering and delivery of parts and inventory will be vital if the 
Village expects to maintain only the most essential components in its 
inventory while keeping the total cost of inventory at a minimum.  
Computerization will be key to efficiency and precision.  Proper parts 
procurement specifications and active monitoring of vendor 
performance are vital components to the efficiency and precision of a 
good parts inventory system.  Use specifications to set the delivery 
performance standards and vigorous monitoring to ensure that the 
vendors comply with them.  Be sure to establish via specifications those 
parts and inventory that the vendors must maintain in their inventory at 
all times for immediate delivery and those that are allowed to be 
ordered/delivered on a predetermined schedule.  
 
The other side of “On Demand” or “On Time” parts is that it obligates 
your vendors to deliver the parts and inventory in a timely fashion 
minimizing the use of your mechanic work force to “Run for Parts.” 

 
The current formal bid process utilized by the Village meets 
procurement regulations.  The Village should use the State contracts, as 
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it does, wherever practicable.  This practice permits the Village to avail 
itself of a favorable pricing level received only by the most preferential 
of customers. Beyond the State contracts, local bids will ensure the best 
prices for required product and perhaps preferable over State contracts, 
it will return money to the local economy.  Whenever it does become 
necessary to procure products through local bids, the Village should 
ensure that local vendors/suppliers from the State vendor lists are 
included in the bid.  The same is true for small or emergency purchases 
that gather submissions by seeking phone bids.  The Village should 
contact vendors/suppliers from the State vendor lists as well. 

 
As long as the Village conducts itself in accordance with New Jersey 
procurement regulations and uses the above recommendations where 
possible, the manner in which the Village obtains quotes and bids is 
reasonable. 
 
The Village should however employ a periodic system to audit parts 
use, inventory, orders and deliveries. Both the Fleet Manager and the 
Supervisor, on a periodic basis, should be required to “follow” a part 
from its procurement through to the vehicle on which it is used.  As a 
measure of the systems effectiveness and propriety, they should report 
their findings to the Director of Operations. 

  
CVC conducted a survey of the vendors/suppliers that supply the 
Villages Fleet Services division seeking anonymous information about 
contact with the Village’s personnel, ordering, invoicing, payment and 
complaint resolution processes, see CVC exhibit five. There is nothing 
remarkable to report.  Most vendors we contacted thought the Village 
was easy to deal with, responsive to invoices and inquiries and had no 
complaints regarding everyday dealings with the Fleet Services staff.   

 
The only recommendation for improvement associated with this aspect 
of our audit is to computerize.  Almost every vendor we contacted said 
that computerization would improve their ability to service the Village, 
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improve prices and that having the ability to communicate with the 
Village’s personnel via e-mail would make their job easier.    
 
The Village should consider the establishment of a complaint moderator 
if concerns about vendor satisfaction remain.  This person or panel 
should periodically advise the vendors via letter or e-mail of the 
existence and of how to avail themselves of the Village’s 
complaint/improvement suggestion process. The individual being the 
Director of Operations or the panel, the Director and the Fleet Manager 
may also consider periodic meetings to facilitate better 
communications.   
 

Fleet Management Software: 
 
Several considerations need to be addressed in the selection of vehicle 
maintenance software.  
 
• The key component being how the data and software will be 

stored.  The choice is either local on a single PC or at a location 
where there are file servers and the ability to run the software on 
several PCs. 

• The personnel needed to run and maintain the system.  
• Access for client agencies to the system 
• Access control and data integrity 
• Vehicle Inventory 
• PM scheduling email capability 
• Ability to integrate fuel data systems 
• Ability to add GPS recording systems 
•  Future custom needs 
• Support and upgrades 
• Training for supervisors and users 
• User friendly system 
• Ability of technicians to retrieve vehicle records and maintenance 

information from the shop floor 
• System sized to fit the number and locations of vehicles. 
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• Ability to bill services by agency 
• Ability to service vehicles for other Villages and bill for services. 
• Ability to track other equipment such as tools 
• Ability to track specialty vehicle components such as generators, 

compressors, welders, etc.  
• Parts inventory  
• Manage vendors 
• License information for drivers, air conditioning, forklift, CDL. 
 
Several software manufactures were considered, some were global 
systems used by international companies, however these were too 
complex.  Smaller systems that run on one desktop were too small and 
did not allow others to use the system.  
 
In consultation with the Villages’ IT department it was determined that 
their preference was for a system that they would load on their servers 
and allow agencies access while maintaining the ability to do the 
necessary backup and maintenance functions. Adequate space for the 
data and software was available on the current servers without any 
additional upgrade necessary. 
 
The software recommendation is Fleet Maintenance Management 
Software by Collective Data. This company is unique in that the only 
product they produce is fleet management software. The whole 
company is dedicated to fleet management and thus, is focused on only 
one industry and product. Many of the other software vendors support 
other industries or functions and are not dedicated to fleet 
management. The company also has the ability to tailor specific reports 
or other needs that may be unique to a particular fleet. The costs 
associated with their software is in line with the size and complexity of 
the needs of the Village neither too large, Global, or too small, stand-
alone pc.  
 
The software is available on different platforms and allows internet 
connectivity. This gives management the ability to access the software 
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from any location with an internet connection. Managers can allow 
client agencies limited access to follow progress of their vehicle repairs 
eliminating the need to call fleet services to get an update on the 
vehicle. 
 
Training is available both on site and over the phone as needed. The 
company will arrange as much training as needed by either phone or 
setting up a scheduled class at the Village at a reasonable cost. 
 
The system comes with many management reports ready to use and the 
ability to create specific special reports as needed. A PM scheduling 
system has the ability to inform drivers and managers of upcoming 
service schedules by email. The system will track those vehicles that are 
missed or fail to report as scheduled for service. 
 
Repair order tracking, parts usage, inventory tracking are all part of the 
base program. The program can track warranty information and has the 
ability to track individual component warranties such as engine, 
transmission or other add on items. 
 
The software has employee tracking for drivers license information, 
expiration etc.  
 
Accident tracking is included in the software with the ability to 
coordinate tracking of accident information, pictures, police reports, 
repair estimates and other information as needed. 
 
The software has a motor pool function that allows users to schedule 
and reserve the use of vehicles, check in and check out of vehicles, rate 
tracking and billing. This module could save the Village considerable 
funds by consolidating some of the underused vehicles into a motor 
pool that agencies could use on an as needed basis rather than having 
duplicate vehicles with limited use. Vehicles such as dump trucks, skid 
steer loaders, bucket backhoes, etc. can be shared between agencies or 
other Villages and each agency/Village billed for the use of the vehicle. 
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The software integrates with several fuel management systems and has 
the ability to integrate with fleet fuel management cards that allow the 
vehicles to fuel at 90% of retail fuel service stations. While this may at 
first sound problematic, consider the cost of maintaining underground 
fuel tanks, pumps, card readers etc at multiple locations and weigh that 
against a properly managed and secure system. Driver or vehicle fuel 
use is managed and abuse is easily spotted. Cards can be de-activated 
as soon as any abuse is detected.  The cost of this software package is 
highly dependant on how the Village intends to deploy it.  Since the 
software is modular, it can be deployed to start small and grow as the 
Village desires or can begin as a more complete package.  Estimates for 
the software range from $4000.00 to $10,000.00.  CVC suggests 
starting out smaller with something that the Village can grow into while 
allowing for start up, training and shake down curves and 
implementation, which can take time.   
 
Review of Repair and Preventative Maintenance Services: 
 

 Vehicle Maintenance Records: 
 
The vehicle maintenance records are maintained in a hard copy file and 
on a makeshift excel data base. Folders exist in the hard copy for each 
of the vehicles in the fleet and contain repair orders and pm reports. 
There is no summary sheet in the file only the repair orders and pm 
sheets. Missing from the files are the repair orders from vendor 
provided repairs, these repair orders and receipts are stored in the 
vendor files. This practice does not conform with federal and state 
requirements. 
 
The electronic version of the maintenance record is stored in several 
excel spreadsheets and word files.   
 
The “quick card” folder contains an excel spread sheet for each vehicle 
serviced. In this file is the unit ID and vehicle identification number, 
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description of the vehicle, in service date and a summary list of the 
repairs that have been done to the vehicle. In addition recent entries 
contain the labor and parts charges associated with each repair both in 
house and vendor supplied. 
 
The vehicle repair file contains a folder for each vehicle. In that folder is 
a transcription of the repair order on a standardized form in Microsoft 
word. The mechanics notes and items repaired are transcribed to these 
forms in addition to the parts used and cost of the parts. 
 
The vehicle repair folders are not a complete and accurate record of the 
repairs done. During the period of 10/08 till 1/09 the clerk was out sick 
and the information base was not updated. Upon her return to work the 
quick cards were updated however the repair folders were not. Several 
repair orders were not transcribed to word and entered in the individual 
folders. 
 
The repair order labor hours were analyzed and resulted in less than 
the expected forty hours of labor for each technician being accounted 
for. This is addressed else where in this report. 
 
Observation: 
 
The paper records of vehicle repairs is reflected in the electronic record 
however those records are not in a functioning data base or other 
software that allows analysis or oversight. In preparation for this 
analysis the excel spreadsheets were compiled into a simple data base, 
however, this in no way would replace a dedicated fleet maintenance 
program. 
 
Several key components required by DOT regulations were missing 
from the vehicle records. Detailed summary records and vehicle folder 
information requirements are currently not being met.   
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Detailed information regarding previous repair records are not available 
to the technicians on the shop floor. Files must be manually retrieved 
for the technician by the shop clerk. 
 
Records of repairs preformed by vendors are currently not being 
recorded in detail in ether the electronic or manual vehicle record.  
 
Recommendation: 
 
The vehicle repair records should be in a specialized computer 
database. The current records should be updated and prepared so that 
they can be uploaded to a data base and provide historic records for 
each vehicle. Client agencies need the ability to see repair orders in 
progress and expected completion dates. Client agencies should have 
the ability to retrieve maintenance history and PM schedules to their 
respective fleets. Scheduling should be a function of email in order to 
better manage manpower to transport vehicles for service and 
anticipate out of service time. 

Outsourcing preventive maintenance has its benefits; however, there 
are other considerations that need to be addressed. Most important is 
security. Police vehicles have to be secured and employees servicing 
these vehicles need to be vetted. Unauthorized employees should not 
be allowed to access the police equipment. To maintain this level of 
security requires the use of Village employees to perform the PM 
services and repairs on the vehicles. 

There is no reason that an "A" mechanic needs to be the person 
performing the entire PM service. Tasks such as changing oil and 
inspecting tires checking fluids can be performed by an apprentice  or 
"B" mechanic with the critical repairs done either directly or under the 
supervision of an "A" or journeyman mechanic or shop supervisor. 

A specific area should be set aside for this type of PM service much like 
a Jiffy Lube where the vehicles are scheduled and serviced in a quick 
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and efficient manner. Tasks such as waste oil disposal oil filter disposal 
and other hazardous waste needs to be segregated from the rest of the 
shop and handled in a legal and efficient manner. Once properly 
organized, other adjacent municipalities may be able to participate, 
thereby reducing the costs for the Village. 

Existing Facility and Equipment: 
 
It is our task to verify that the Village of Ridgewood’s fleet operation 
conforms to the standards set forth in today’s environmental and cost 
saving atmosphere. The goal of fleet services is to support the Village 
of Ridgewood’s departments with high quality and cost efficient fleet 
maintenance. Additional concerns are user satisfaction, efficient use of 
public funds, air quality and environmental law compliance. This 
obviously is and should be the goal for any municipal service. 
 

Findings and Observations:  
 
The following observations were a direct result of multiple inspections 
of the various garages. The inspections took place over several weeks 
and the consistency of the information is accurate. It is a known 
industry fact that while audits are taking place the employees look 
around and determine on their own that some items, procedures or 
work ethics are unacceptable and a corrective action begins.  If any 
changes have been made with in the shops it will be due to our 
involvement. These changes are a knee jerk reaction to our monitoring 
and observing different areas making notes on things we determined a 
concern.  
 
We would like to note that during our visits and interviews with the 
employees, they remained very cordial and cooperative through out the 
audit. In fact much better than what was expected. All employees 
placed a  high  value on their contributions in the shop efforts. The 
work performed was done at or exceeding industry standard. Even with 
the list of deficiencies found within the shop, the employees showed 
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remarkable concern for the shop condition, their work area, 
environment and the result of their repairs. The shop runs in a 
somewhat efficient manner due to the basic skills instilled within the 
work force. 
 
With this type of work ethic it will be easy to introduce the operational 
changes with the existing employee base to accomplish the 
recommended goals set forth from this audit. 
 
Overall Assessment:  
 
There is no formal framework of policies and procedures in place to 
govern shop operations. The shop lacks internal controls that provided 
a reasonable method to gauge efficiency in operations. Documentation 
lacks reliability and completeness when compared to industry 
standards.  Compliance with applicable regulations, policies and 
procedures does not exist. Asset protection is not a concern or 
promoted by the existing management. It is apparent that a strategic 
plan or mission statement and a set of comprehensive internal controls 
currently do not exist. As a result, Fleet Management and Maintenance 
is not satisfying its mission to provide efficient services to the Public 
and the various divisions within the Village. 
 
Uniforms and Shop Supplies: 

During several visits to the main facility it was obvious that there was 
no dress code in effect or the dress code was not enforced. Mandatory 
dress codes are necessary to insure that inappropriate clothing is not 
worn in the shop. Dress codes include footwear.  

Various uniform configurations were observed, for example tee shirts 
and improper foot wear. This leads to improper dress in the shop.  Even 
in hot weather a long sleeve shirt is necessary to protect the arms of 
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the workers.  The Village must require and regulate a workshop dress 
code for both the protection of its employees and for reduced risk.  

A review of the current uniform procedures should be done to 
determine how to correct the existing problems and ensure that 
uniforms are adequate in quantity, type and quality. Proper footwear is 
important to avoid injury. Soft footwear is inappropriate at any time in 
the shop area. Oil resistant soles provide additional protection from 
deteoration when contact with various oils is unavoidable such as in a 
repair shop. The use of appropriate footwear should be vigorously 
enforced while employees are in the shop area.  

The shop should avoid using disposable towels. The use of cloth 
towels, also known as wipes, from an industrial laundry service is 
preferred over the use of paper products. Proper containers for used 
wipes are necessary to meet fire regulations. These containers were not 
observed in the shop area in sufficient quantities. There were signs of 
supplied wipes but also several different methods of cleaning with rags. 

The following procedures should be implemented:  

• Do not dispose of solvents by pouring them onto rags, wipes or 
into containers of used shop towels. 

• Provide sufficient safety waste containers for used wipes or rags.  
• Do not throw dirty wipes, paper towels or rags into the dumpster 

if they have come into contact with hazardous solvents or waste.  
• Do not dispose of dirty shop towels in vehicles to be crushed or 

shredded.  
• Keep used or waste shop towels in a closed, fireproof metal 

container labeled "Used Shop Towels" until serviced by the 
supplier.  

• To reduce the risk of spontaneous combustion when storing shop 
towels in metal cans, keep the towels moist with water.  

• Examine your equipment cleaning practices to identify 
opportunities to reduce their frequency, thereby reducing the 
number of towels, wipes, or rags that are used for this purpose.  
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• Determine which products used in the shop are or become 
hazardous waste after use. 

• Enforce a strict set of policies and procedures for handling 
hazardous waste.  

• Maintain records of waste determinations and disposal receipts. 
• The Village has their own refuse collections trucks and disposes 

of their own waste. This does not relive the Village from proper 
recordkeeping and disposal methods. 

Oils and Shop Chemical Supplies:  
 
During our shop visits we found that 55 gallon drums of supplies such 
as Antifreeze, engine oil and hydraulic oil were left on the shop floor 
where they were subject to contamination and or damage. Cross 
contamination with other chemicals can severely damage equipment. 
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There were unsecured oil drums and/or waste barrels in the shop area. 
Used antifreeze is classified as a hazardous waste and should not be 
handled in a haphazard manner. 
 
No approved dispensing devises were being used to measure fluids and 
properly inventory their usage. Open buckets and improper fill 
containers are used on a regular basis. Using open unlabeled containers 
allows for contamination of the products by air-born dirt or improper 
mixing of lubricants. Containers remain on the shop floor, some labeled 
and others not labeled well enough for the workers to identify which 
products the container is being used for. Improper or inaccurate 
measuring devises are being used to dispense supplies. 
 
 

 
Note the used coffee cans are being used for unknown purposes. Not suitable for dispensing fluids. 
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There was no proper inventory control of chemicals. There is no 
accounting of where the chemicals are used, in which vehicles and/or if 
any product was being used for non-municipal vehicles. There is no 
accountability, supervision or oversight governing the use of chemicals 
in the shop. 
 
Recommendation:  
 
A secure fifty-five gallon drum rack with proper dispensing and 
measuring devises is needed to insure correct amounts of product are 
accounted for. Each and every amount dispensed should be applied to a 
specific vehicle for proper cost of maintenance evaluations. A rack 
system will also open up more work space on the floor where it can be 
utilized for equipment repair. Supervisors should secure and control 
access to the dispensing system and insure proper usage and record 
keeping. 
 
A separate and designated fill container system should be put in place. 
Proper labeling and measuring are essential to avoid contamination. 
Containers should be color coded green for fuel, yellow for Antifreeze, 
black for oil, etc.  
 
An Oil Analysis program should be implemented to ensure that the 
proper oils and chemicals are being applied and that the maintenance 
scheduling of vehicles is at optimum intervals. The cost savings could 
be substantial if oil change intervals can be extended based on oil 
analysis. Often the service life of oil is extended based on oil analysis. 
Larger vehicles utilize large quantities of oil, often more than five 
gallons per service. This amounts to costly expenses and also 
contributes to the environmental problems that exist with waste oil 
removal. By extending the oil drain interval the cost of oil both new and 
disposal is reduced. 
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Tires and Rims:   
 
The tire rack and rim area should be moved to a less crucial work area. 
As it was with the oil supply the tires are taking up much needed repair 
area. The tire inventory should only be based on critical needs. Most 
vehicles are supplied with spare tires and therefore only a few spares 
are required for emergency use. Replacement of spare tires should be 
purchased on an as needed basis. Tires are available for immediate 
delivery from local suppliers and should not be stored by the Village.  
 
An inventory of tire design and size should be properly maintained. It 
was obvious that when certain vehicles need a tire it received what was 
available and not what was required. This was an evident problem with 
the Fire trucks we inspected in the fire house. Vendors should be 
contracted that can supply needed tires in the proper size and design 
on short notice.  
 
Work Bench Areas:  
 
During our visits to the shop it was obvious that Technicians were 
storing or working on personal items in the shop. There seemed to be 
no control over personal property being brought into or taken from the 
shop area. Used parts from completed repairs were not disposed of 
properly collecting under or upon workbenches. Items not needed or 
used for repairs were not returned to inventory immediately upon 
completion of a repair. Items pushed under benches and around work 
areas create an unsafe working environment. A considerable amount of 
Fake Rats were placed in the shop area. 
 
Recommendation:   
 
The shop can use at least three (3) new work benches with ample room 
to store parts from a job that required removal from a vehicle. After 
completion of every job, the parts for disposal should be immediately 
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removed so the next technician can utilize the work area. The work 
benches must remain void of any non applicable items for the daily 
work load. Unused inventories must be returned after every job as 
leaving them out causes duplication of purchase or eventually, waste by 
disposal.  All flammable materials need to be removed and placed in an 
OSHA approved storage cabinet or location. 
 
Lifting Devises:  
 
On one of the visits to the main shop it was observed that heavy objects 
were being lifted and moved around the shop using a wheel loader. 
Workers were using a wheel loader to do the job of a fork lift. The use 
of a wheel loader instead of a forklift for tasks best suited for a forklift 
subjects the Village to an increased liability risk. When questioned 
about the availability of a forklift it was noted that there was none 
available.  
 
Section 5(a)(1) of the OSH Act, often referred to as the General Duty 
Clause, requires employers to "furnish to each of its employees 
employment and a place of employment which are free from recognized 
hazards that are causing or are likely to cause death or serious physical 
harm to his employees". Section 5(a)(2) requires employers to "comply 
with occupational safety and health standards promulgated under this 
Act". 
 
Recommendation:  
 
The Village of Ridgewood should asses which type of a lifting machine 
is needed for the shop and purchase one as soon as possible. The most 
useful will be some type of forklift for both indoor and outdoor use. 
This type of unit will save money by increasing abilities of shop 
personnel, quicker movement of heavy parts and supplies, improve the 
speed of a repair job that’s priority and most of all prevent injuries or 
death. 
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One accident liability claim or loss of a good technician to an injury that 
could have been prevented is much more expensive than to purchase a 
shop forklift. Certification and training will accompany the purchase of 
a forklift. 
 
Main Shop Configuration:  
 
The main shop has been established as the repair facility for the small 
and medium vehicles. The shop size is adequate enough to handle 
these vehicles but should be expanded to accommodate more work 
space.  
 
The second work shop area has been dedicated to large vehicle repair. 
The shop presently has only one set of mobile post lift system. With the 
amount of heavy vehicles utilized by the Village a plan to purchase 
another set in the near future would help in the turn around time of 
major repairs. 
 
The building has a third area that is only utilized for storage of wheel 
loaders and other miscellaneous equipment. There is no reason for 
these units that probably have limited use schedules to occupy an area 
that can be utilized for the main repair facility. This area could be 
converted to workspace with some increased lighting and a painting of 
the ceiling and walls. 
 
On one occasion it was observed that this area was being used by a 
Village employee to wash and wax his personal vehicle. While not 
knowing if the particular employee was on his own time the fact that he 
was using a Village facility for personal use was inappropriate. Allowing 
employees to use shop facilities is a risk the Village should avoid.  
 
Supervisors should insure that only Village equipment is allowed on 
Village properties for any reason. Employee parking areas should be 
separate and distinct from Village vehicle parking areas. Employees 
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should not be allowed to bring personal items into the shop for repairs 
even if the repair is done on their own time. 
 
Recommendations:   
 
The main shop can use a minimum of one new lift. Two lifts can be 
designed into the needs of the shop but a good start would be one. 
After reconfiguring the tire rack and fluids there will be ample room for 
another work bay.  
 
A separate and distinct area for PM oil changes and inspections should 
be designated. Equipment necessary for the dispensing and 
inventorying of fluids should be set up in this area to facilitate efficient 
PM servicing. Equipment needed for the environmentally correct 
disposal of used oil and oil filters should be in this area. Vehicles 
needing additional service should be moved from this area and serviced 
as needed in an other area of the shop leaving this area available for oil 
changes and inspections.  
 
A dedicated PM Service area and a specific PM service schedule will 
insure that proper PM services are preformed on time and in an efficient 
manner. 
 
Other Resources: 
 
While we would like to think that every mechanic can fix every piece of 
equipment we know that just isn’t so. Mechanics need access to the 
most recent information regarding a particular piece of equipment. In 
the past repair information was available in the form of shop manuals 
supplied by the vehicle or equipment manufacturer in a printed and 
bound manner.  
Today that has all been replaced with internet access and shop manuals 
on demand.  
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The shop should evolve and make available not only a PC and the 
associated software but internet access. The internet access should be 
limited by the IT department and restricted to those sites that are 
appropriate and necessary for repair and maintenance. Individual 
manufacturers make available on line the manuals and schematics that 
were once available only in printed form. Some manuals are still 
available on CD however these too are going the way of printed matter. 
 
In addition to the PC an adequate large format printer should be 
available to print documents and sections of the on line manuals for 
reference while working on or in the vehicle. The printer should be of 
adequate size to produce schematics in a size that can be used 
effectively in the shop. Using an 8 x 11 paper format does not lend 
itself to reproducing schematics that can be easily read. Dragging the 
computer terminal to the repair location is also not an option. 
 
Adequate safeguards should be in place to insure that only authorized 
employees use the internet and under supervision. Limited access will 
insure that only Village business is conducted on the shop computer.  
 
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 
 
An informative list of OSHA and EPA information is appended to this 
report as “EPA & OSHA.” It is a good starting point to review current 
practices and become familiar with applicable regulations. 
 
Procurement of Vehicles: 
 
In addition to the formal scope of work for this audit, CVC was asked to 
review the Village’s procurement practices, specifically the 
specifications development.  Specifications, if developed properly, help 
to maximize all the cost savings, efficiency, economic and 
environmental initiative discussed herein.   
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We come across two-procurement issue in almost every case where we 
have been asked to review such practices; the lack of the right 
personnel to develop specifications properly and the misconception of 
the effort required to develop them. 
 
Far too often, because of this, the Village usually ends up with a version 
of a vendor specification or a re-write of the last specification used in 
the last purchase of similar equipment.  Very little modernizing takes 
place and/or the loss of vendor participation and the lack of 
competitive bidding are the results.  This costs the Village in ways that 
cannot be measured, and exposes it to liability from legal ramifications. 
 
The purpose of the procurement process should be to allow the 
maximum available equipment to be bid at the most cost effect pricing 
at the same time acquiring the right equipment for the job. The process 
should be based on performance only and allow the manufacturers to 
engineer and design the equipment. If there is a problem with the 
design then the manufacturer is held responsible and not the Village of 
Ridgewood. 
 
The following specifications were reviewed: 
 
25 Yard Rear Loading Refuse Truck 
Bid Opening February 1, 2007 
Only one bidder 
 
Eight possible bidders were in attendance at the Pre-Bid meeting and 
only one bid. The bid clearly shows that the author was targeting a 
specific design and product requirement list from a specific 
manufacturer. Examples are the radiator will have a 1200 inch core 
area, Battery box to be 17.5 inches wide, 12 inches tall and 25 inches 
deep, etc. 
 
Broom Street Sweeper 
Bid Opening July 25, 2005 
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Only one bidder 
 
The specification was written around a manufacturer’s model and the 
Village only received one  
bidder. Did the Village get the best price and is this the only machine 
that can clean streets? 
 
The following specifications all have the same problem as noted above: 
 
Tub Grinder 
Bid Opening June 15, 2005 
Only one bidder 
 
Self Contained Leaf Collector 
Bid Opening July 5, 2006 
Only one bidder 
 
Broom Street Sweeper 
Bid Opening June 19, 2008 
Only one bidder 
 
Self Contained Leaf Collector 
Bid Opening September 24, 2008 
Only one bidder 
 
2.5 Metric Ton Class Multi-Purpose Wheel Loader 
Bid Opening November 18, 2008 
Only one bidder 
 
Recommendation: The Village should consider a new equipment 
procurement procedure. The Village is at risk of being non-compliant 
with the existing procurement rules and regulations. With the present 
public opinion of the municipal leadership in New Jersey, any sign of 
collusion could damage the honest effort to support the public.  
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The Village should consider turning the process over to a company 
outside the Village, having no ties to any of the manufacturers, 
redevelop the specifications and produce more competition.  The New 
Process should take the Village into a performance based concept while 
removing liability from the Village.  The cost of an expert to write the 
specifications, assist in all stages of procurement and to help in 
maximizing bidder participation to ensure a fair, competitive process 
will help the Village realize a major benefit.  
 
CONCLUSSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:   
 
In summary the recommendations herein are: 
 
In general, the primary task of any “Fleet Service” is to provide adequate 
and efficient maintenance, repairs, adjustments and service.  Municipal 
“Fleet Services” are no different, except that municipal fleets include 
vehicles and equipment that are involved in emergency and essential 
services.  The vital and sometimes critical nature of such vehicles tends 
to cause some organizations to be overly concern with immediate 
return of these vehicles, when broken down.  These organizations tend 
to over-react to these situations by overcompensating, in the form of 
miss-handling parts, holding onto derelict spares and most often miss-
directed priority. These over-reactions cost the Village unnecessarily.  
 
It is due to the fact that the Fleet Services division of the Village does 
provide support for the vital and essential services of the Village, that 
we feel a move toward complete privatization is unwarranted.  Instead, 
following the recommendation herein should promote efficiency within 
the Fleet Service division that can be measured against privatization.  
Along with the other recommendation herein, we recommend the 
Village adopt a profit center approach to privatizing, a continual 
comparison to the cost of doing business against the cost of 
outsourcing labor, parts and materials.  If nothing else this will identify 
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those types of jobs better outsourced and those better off done “In 
House.” 
 
A most critical component to municipal fleet services and its costs are 
the response and reaction that would be missing from outsourcing 
vendors.  Vendors do not guarantee emergency repair and turn-around 
response.  Neither is the cost guaranteed on either side.  However, they 
are an inconsequential factor when the Village is responding to critical 
or emergency situations. Any profit center approach should properly 
consider this cost factor into its comparison.  We feel, as long as the 
Village maintenance costs stay within a 10 or 15-percentage point of 
outsourcing, the Village is receiving a recognizable value for its money.  
 
The fleet division lacks a comprehensive and organized chain of 
command with the necessary discipline and evaluation procedures. The 
lack of a clear chain of command and of proper discipline has led to 
deterioration in respect and authority that must be corrected as 
recommended herein. 
 
Data collection and Record keeping must become one of the highest 
priorities of the Fleet Services administration.  Important information 
must come from all the Village division as well as from Fleet Services 
maintenance activities. 
 
Fleet Services command structure must be equivalent to the other 
divisions in authority. 
 
Fleet Services must be the division responsible for all Village equipment 
and vehicles. 
 
Fleet must take a lead roll in vehicle and equipment specifications and 
procurement 
 
It is our opinion that the inefficiency in the Fleet Services division comes 
from the administration and supervision.  We recommend the Village 
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first adopt the administrative changes recommended for control, 
discipline and proper supervision.   The efficiency will come from the 
Village demanding compliance with its regulations and best interests 
and the proper supervision of its maintenance practices.  We see no 
shortage of work for the mechanic work force, although at times it may 
need cultivation from supervision.  
 
CVC recommends that the Village have prepared each day a vehicle and 
equipment status report broken out by operating division by equipment 
type.  It should be used to inform the other divisions of the status of 
repair work and to inform Fleet Services of changes in all vehicle and 
equipment status. It shall be used to manage the repair and 
maintenance efforts and judge the repair shop efficiency.  Vital out of 
service data will be derived from it to assist in other managerial 
decision about the Village fleet.  
 
Proper shop personnel management will be critical in the success of the 
adopted course of action.  The Village must move away from a 
technician utilization rate of 43% and toward a rate closer to 90 -95%.  
This may occur by simply demanding conformance by the mechanics 
for the completion of repair orders and time records. 
 
Recommendation for overall operational effectiveness and efficiency, 
Fleet management should:  
 
• Develop specific goals and objectives, supported by a strategic plan, 

for each section or work unit.  
• Define performance measures to provide a means for management 

to review operations and determine how well goals and objectives 
are achieved.  

• Complete the job study and design an organizational structure that 
optimizes the functionality of fleet, and communicate roles and 
responsibilities to employees so that they can work toward achieving 
departmental defined objectives.  
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• Begin a partnership with each user department by setting up a SLA. 
The SLA should set out not only objectives and performance criteria 
but also remedies and penalties if established service levels are 
missed by either party. SLAs can be crafted to generate a win-win 
situation for both parties.  

 
 
We at Commercial Vehicle Consultants Inc., reserve the right to 
supplement or amend this report if we receive additional related 
information or documentation of any kind relating to this matter 
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Exhibits: 
 

1- CVC Resumes of  
a. Robert Crandall  
b. Donald Aull  
c. Tim Harte 
d. Kevin Donahue. 

 
2- Titles and Responsibilities 

a. Director of Automotive Service #07161 
b. Supervising Mechanic #07013 
c. Senior Clerk Typist #03256 
d. Senior Mechanic #03459 
e. Mechanic #02434 
f. Mechanic’s Helper #02456 

 
3- Daily Time Records 

 
4- EPA & OSHA 

 
5- Vendors Surveyed 
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Exhibit One 
 
 
 
 
 

“Qualifications 
Resumes”
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Curriculum Vitae: 
Robert Crandall 
Automotive & Commercial Vehicle Specialist 
Qualifications:  

• 1993 till present – Co-founder of AC Technical Enterprises/Commercial 
Vehicle Consultants Inc. an organization created to address an industry need 
for professional automotive, commercial and heavy vehicle services such as 
training, consulting and legal expertise encompassing all aspects of 
compliance with Federal, state and local codes, requirements, laws and 
recommendations of oversight organization.  These services have been 
successfully provided to a broad and diverse group of clients including 
universities, municipalities, state and city government and private concerns 
such as school bus, airport and truck fleets.  The scope of equipment for which 
these services are offered include all types of cars, small, medium and large 
busses trucks and trailers, all types of construction and commercial vehicles 
and all types of add on equipment, systems and attachments. 

 
• In performing these services I used my skills, knowledge and experience of all 

facets of fleet operations, failure analysis, vehicle specifications, vehicle 
inspection for specification compliance and engineering deficiencies, research 
and development of new technologies and analytical report writing acquired 
during my 24 year tenure with the New York City Department of Sanitation. 

 
• 1/2007 till Present NYC Dept. of Sanitation 

Supervisor Field Operations 

Supervise the activities of the personnel responsible for the oversight of the 
department’s maintenance, training and R&D staff.  Plan for and implement the 
various department programs, policies and procedures.  Insure that department 
priorities are achieved.  

 

• 1/2001 till 1/2007 NYC Dept. of Sanitation    

Supervisor of the Cioffe Borough shop 

Supervise the activities of 140 person staff within the Cioffe command including 
office, shop and parts room staff and district personnel.  Implement the various 
department programs, meet deadlines and insure that department priorities are 
met.  
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• 1996 till 1/2001 – Supervisor of Mechanics, Mechanical Equipment for the NYC 
Department of Sanitation where in addition to my other responsibilities, I am 
on a regular basis, called upon to perform post accident inspections to 
determine cause and affix responsibility as human error, mechanical 
deficiency, mechanical defect and to asses “repair costs” and to make cost 
effectiveness decisions about damage repairs to the various department 
equipment.  In some cases I have been called upon to provide testimony 
regarding the condition of vehicle systems, vehicle specifications and 
performance limitation.  During my career with the department I have been 
assigned to work with various manufactures of department equipment to assist 
in vehicle and system redesign to improve reliability.  Also, in numerous cases 
where warranty is denied by the manufacturer’s representative, my expertise 
has reversed these decisions and resulted in a monetary savings to the 
department amounting to millions.  

 
• 1984 till 1996 – Positions with the New York City Department of Sanitations as 

an auto mechanic, truck mechanic where I gained experience with all types of 
vehicle attachments and add on devices.  I spent time as a warranty 
administrator and as the executive assistant to the Director of Vehicle 
Acquisition and Warranty Division where I became experienced in 
procurement, contract management and negotiation. 

 
• 1975 till 1984 – Various auto mechanic positions with private concerns 

including associates of the Automobile Club of America where I gained 
diagnostic and repair skills in automotive, light, medium and HD vehicles. 

Education: 

• International Correspondence Schools Pittsburgh, Pa.  
Automotive/Diesel Technicians Course 

• N.Y.C. Procurement Training Institute New York, NY 
Introduction to and Advanced City Procurement, Price and Cost Analysis, 
Contract Management, Contract Insurance and Liability Management, Warranty 
Administration, Dealing with Difficult People, Team and Leadership 
Development 

• Softbite International 
• Advanced Paradox Application Language and Database Management 

Licenses & Certificates 

NY State Commercial Drivers License  
NY State Motor Vehicle Inspector 
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Certificate of Fitness Air Compressor Operation  
Mobile Air Conditioning Certification 

Special Technical Training 

Caterpillar Equipment and Engines      
Mack Diesel Engines      
Allison Automatic Transmissions    
Dana Hydraulics 
Transport Refrigeration 
General Motors Electronics 
Detroit Diesel Engines and Electronic & Control Systems 
Cummins Diesel Engines 
Petro Canada Lubricants 
Mobil Lubrication Products 
Stemco / TMC bearing & Seal Technology, Installation & Adjustment & 
Troubleshooting 
O & K Equipment 
 
Professional Affiliations 
 
National Safety Council 
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 
Society of Fleet Supervisors 
New Jersey Motor Truck Association 
American Trucking Association Technology Maintenance Council 
Association of Maintenance Professionals 
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Donald T. Aull 
 
Professional Representation of Industry Standards, Compliance and 

Legal 
Issues. 
 
Accomplishments: 
   
Federal, State and Local Code Requirement Implementation / Fleet 
Maintenance Director and Trainer / Management / Maintenance 
Building Design / Product Development / Legal Representation / 
Technical and Management Training / Automotive Inspections / 
Technical Reports / Industry Representation in all applicable areas 
 
Experience: 
   
1998 to Present 
Commercial Vehicle Consultants Inc / AC Technical Inc. 
Position: Officer, Trainer and Partner of Freelance Training and 
Consulting Company 
 
* Facility design specialist, Architectural drawing review of 
 equipment  maintenance facilities, research and determination 
in  facility  relocation. 
* Advanced Fleet Maintenance Training consisting of all on 
highway  equipment, off highway equipment and automotive. 
* Design and implementation of maintenance RFP’s for both 
 contracted repair programs and for self servicing repair 
programs.  
* State of New Jersey Consumer Affairs Division / Attorney 
 General’s  Office.  
 Reports and Inspections, Legal Consulting, and Compliance 
with  Federal State and Local Codes, Requirements, Laws and 
 Recommendations of Oversight Organization 
* The range of equipment includes automotive, all size buses, 
 trailers, construction, commercial vehicles and all relative add 
on  equipment and systems.  
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* Post Accident Inspections, Component Failure Analysis, 
Human  Error Ramifications, Legal Testimony and Preparation of 
all  Compliance Reporting with Local and Federal Standards  and 
 Codes 
* Customer Design automotive, commercial marine and 
industrial  training classes and seminars in conjunction with 
industry  standards  and regulations 
* Diagnostic procedure training in all areas, Maintenance and 
 lubrication training, Maintenance and diagnostic consulting 
* Delhi  State University College of  Technology – working with 
all  NYS agencies – DOT, Parks and Recreation, Institutions, 
 Correctional Facilities and all other agencies needing legal 
and  conforming education and implementation of all federal, state 
and  local code requirements. 
 
 Affiliates:   Delhi State University College of Technology 
        NJ Consumer Affairs Division 
        Mobil Oil Corporation 
 
August 2000 – September 2002 
New York Commercial Lubricants Inc. DBA 
Metro Lube 
Position: Operations Manager, Mobil Lubricant Specialist 
 
Responsible for: 

 
* Legal representation in all fines and violations 

    * Management of all aspects of a commercial, industrial and 
 automotive lubricant distributor 

* Quality control and standards management of required UL 
 inspections, Mobil and other major refiner’s ethics of 
 operations. 
* Maintenance of all required DOT, Labor Board and Fire Code 
 standards 

    * Routing of customer deliveries, pulling of products and 
supervisor  of Bulk oil loading. 
    *   Customer Relations problems and troubleshooting aspects of 
the  business. 
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Accomplishments: 
 
* Training of sales force on industry related operations, 
maintenance  and products 

    * Design and implement of 300,000 gallon Bulk Oil Tan Farm 
with a  multi-pump valve system to load tanker trucks. 
    * Implementation of sales calls with product specialists and 
 operations  personnel to secure customers with a 
service/sales  support  approach. 
 
August 1988 – August 2000 
New York City Department of Sanitation Special Projects 
Research & Development 
Engineering Division – Position: R&D Engineer 
 
Responsible for: 
 
Project Engineering  

 
* Investigate project engineering objectives, through the use of 
new  and potentially more effective types of automotive 
equipment.   

    * Develop equipment specifications, supervise the staff, review 
 technical drawings and act as technical liaison with 
contractors  at  pre-bid meetings.   
    * Prepare equipment cost estimate and estimate size, capacity 
and  operational features of  proposed equipment.   
    * Review vendor bids and select an appropriate vendor based 
on  design specifications.  Inspect pilot models and conduct field 
 acceptance tests. 
 
Field Engineering  

 
 * Supervise troubleshooting activities to determine mechanical 
and  electrical equipment defects.   

     * Identify weak or inferior components and implement 
modifications  which are both practical and  durable. 
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Mayor’s Anti-Graffiti Task Force 
 
 * Researched and implemented new paint techniques and the 
 designing of paint formulas with manufacturers.  Implemented 
 upgrade of collection fleet repaints.   

       * Designed complete graffiti remover test program for entire 
fleet. 
 
February 1987 – August 1988 
Foley Machinery Co. – Caterpillar Dealer – Piscataway, New 
Jersey 
Position:  Training Dept. Management/Training Instructor 
 
Responsible for: 
 

* Organization and management of company training program 
for  160 mechanics and technicians. 

    * Designed and assemble lesson plans for machines, 
hydraulics,  electrical, drive train, brake systems, refrigeration, and 
engine  courses to be conducted. 
    * Responsible for safety training in all aspects of shop activities. 
    * Responsible for all customer & OEM truck Dealership 
Training. 
 
April 1985 – February 1987 
Engine City Technical Institute – Union, New Jersey 
Position: Advanced Engine Instructor 
 
Responsible for: 
 
   * Instituted program for in-depth theory of engine systems. 
   * Organization and management of complete, heavy duty, and 
 medium duty engine repair shop. 
   * Implemented a complete party supply for individual engines 
(Mack,  Cummins, Caterpillar,  and Detroit Diesel). 
   * Implemented and maintained necessary machinery and 
equipment  used in repair of engines.  
   * Developed maintenance program for variety of equipment 
used in  fieldwork. 
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Education: 
Engine City Technical Institute Union NJ 
Diesel Technology application 1979 
 
Caterpillar Training Certification Peoria, ILL 
Training instructor Certification 1987 - 1988 
 
Detroit Diesel Allison Training Indianapolis, Indiana 
Management and training Certification 1984 
 
Additional Training: 
         * Factory Certified Training for: 

* Caterpillar Equipment and Engines 
* Detroit Diesel Engines and Electronic Control 
 Systems 
* Cummins Diesel Engines  
* Mack Diesel Engines 
* Allison Automatic Transmissions 
* Mobil Lubricants 
* Petro Canada Lubricants 
* DuPont Refinishes 
* Dana Hydraulics 
* O&K Equipment 
* Transport Refrigeration 
* General Motors Electronics 
* Failure Analysis 
* Brake system failure analysis 
* Brake friction technology 

 
Affiliations: Member of: 

* Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 
* Society of Fleet Supervisors 
* New Jersey Truck Association 
* Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) 
*  The Maintenance Counsel (TMC) 

 
  References: Available upon request 
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Timothy J Harte 
 

Career Summary 
 
Highly respected IT professional with over 30 years of progressive in-depth experience 
in the automotive field.   

• Excellent mechanical and analytical skills 
• Effective supervisory skills 
• Self-motivated; able to work independently and as team member or 

team leader 
• Excellent interpersonal skills, having dealt with a diversity of 

professionals and vendors 
• Skilled communicator and trainer 
• Computer Professional, 

o Microsoft Operating systems, all versions  
o Microsoft Office, all applications 
o Novell v 3 .11 - 5.1 
o Cisco IOS 
o Nortel 
o Local area network  
o Wide area network 
o LAN and WAN infrastructure design and management  

 
Professional Experience 

 
New York City Department of Sanitation, Bureau Of Motor Equipment 
  

1996-10/2002  Network Supervisor 
- Network Infrastructure Manager 
- Supervised IT  
- Ensure Network communications to all department 

locations citywide 
- Coordinate communications infrastructure design, 

purchase, maintenance and operations with vendors 
- Designed and built infrastructure for several 

department locations 
- IP manager 
- Maintain security systems, quality of service, 

inventory and control systems 
- Developed specifications for purchase of equipment 

including desktop PCs, routers, switches and servers  
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- Diagnose, troubleshoot and repair network 
infrastructure, servers and PCs 

- Designed, coded and maintained in house database 
applications 

- Developed spreadsheets, databases, and reports utilizing Microsoft 
Word, Power point, Excel, and Access  

 
Professional Experience – Continued 
 

1989-1996 Vehicle Acquisition and Warranty 
- Develop specifications for equipment to meet unique 

department requirements 
- Perform inspections of new equipment to ensure that the  
   Manufacturer has thoroughly complied with vehicle 
specifications 
- Analyzed failures and developed corrective measures 

to ensure that vehicle met service requirements 
   and safety standards  
- Designed, assembled and tested equipment and 

vehicles for special projects 
- Developed and coded software for vehicle 

warranty management system 
- Developed and coded  tire management system 

to track tire purchase, repair and maintenance 
  

1975-1989 Queens West 2 Garage Shop 

- Responsible for maintenance and repair of a fleet of 70 
vehicles 
- Coordinate repairs with warranty office and borough 
repair shop 
- Maintain inventory of replacement parts and tools  
    

 
1972-1975  Sr. Auto Service Worker 

 - Assist Auto Mechanics in automotive maintenance 
tasks; troubleshooting, analysis of vehicle 
performance, repair and preventive maintenance of 
automotive equipment 
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  Education 
  

1/1997  Queensborough Community College 
    Associate Degree  electrical engineering technology 
    GPA 3.75 

6/1996  Queensborough Community College 
    Associate Degree  computer engineering technology 
    GPA 3.75 
 
Reference      Available upon request           
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KEVIN J. DONAHUE 
 
SUMMARY 
Strong academic training - Extensive practical experience in all aspects 
of truck operations - Computer literate - Solid oral, written and public 
speaking communication skills - established record of proficiency, 
creativity, leadership  
and organizational skills. 
EXPERIENCE 
Owner and Manager - Current 
DIESEL DEALS - Kearny, NJ 
Start-up used truck sales and repair business. Buy and sell used trucks 
and equipment. Developed a strong mechanical and truck body repair 
business.  
Consultant - Current 
Commercial Vehicle Consultants Inc. - Staten Island, NY 

Evaluate truck fleets for resale or insurance purposes. 
Completed detailed analysis on oil & lubricants. Performed 
evaluations on all specifications and overall conditions.  

Consultant -2007/2008 
Truck Remarketing Services - Brookfield, CT 
Appraised truck fleets for resale and insurance evaluation. Wrote up 
detailed reports on specifications and overall condition of vehicles. 
Performed oil analysis on lubricants and advised life expectancy of 
equipment.  
Branch Manager - NE Regional Manager - August 1992 - October 1999 
ARROW TRUCK SALES - Elizabeth, NJ 
Sales Associate, specializing in fleet and owner operator markets. 
Attained Gold and Diamond Sales Achievement Levels. Promoted To 
Branch Manager April 1997, increasing sales and profitability. Promoted 
to North East Regional Manager, August 1998. Responsibilities were to 
regain market share 
of purchases and resale of used trucks. 
PRIOR EXPERIENCE 
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Atlas White GMC - Mount Vernon, NY - Sales Manager; 
Porcelli Airport Truck Sales - Elizabeth, NJ - Sales Manager. 

ACTIVITIES 
Past member of the New Jersey Motor Truck Presidents Club 
Board of Directors for the Interfaith Hospitality Network of Essex County 
Coordinator for the Homeless Program of St. Thomas the Apostle 
Church, Bloomfield, NJ 
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Exhibit Two 
 

 
 

 
 

“Titles and Responsibilities” 
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You are reading our New Jersey Department of Personnel Job Descriptions used to describe groups of jobs with similar characteristics. 
This is not a Job Vacancy Announcement. 

 
Job Specification 07161  
 
DIRECTOR OF AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES 
 
 DEFINITION: Under     direction     is    responsible     for     supervising 
 administrative/mechanical work involved in the  management  of  a 
 large garage system; does other related duties as required. 
 
 NOTE: The  examples of work for this title are for illustrative 
 purposes  only.  A particular position using this title  may  not 
 perform all duties listed in this job specification.  Conversely, 
 all duties performed on the job may not be listed. 
 
EXAMPLES OF WORK: In  the  garage  and in the field, has charge of  and  supervises 
 employees  performing mechanical maintenance and repair  work  on 
 motorcycles,  trucks,  automobiles, tractors,  power  lawnmowers, 
 compressors,  portable and pressure pumps, mowing machines,  snow 
 plows, graders, rollers, vibrators, mud jacks, jack hammers, rock 
 drills,  concrete mixers, cranes, mechanical shovels,  and  other 
 equipment/machinery. 
 
 Organizes and assigns supervisory work to garage superintendents, 
 mechanics, supervisors, and other staff,  and develops  efficient 
 work methods. 
 
 Supervises clerical/administrative employees. 
 
 Recommends purchase/replacement of motorized equipment 
 
 Initiates investigations into accidents to automotive equipment. 
 
 Oversees registration/inspection of all vehicles. 
 
 Is  responsible for storing, recording, safeguarding, and  proper 
 use of equipment, materials, and supplies. 
 
 Prepares reports. 
 
 Is responsible for preparation of budget estimates. 
 
 Supervises establishment/maintenance of records and files. 
 
 Plans, organizes, and assigns work of the organizational unit and 
 evaluates   employee  performance  and  conduct,   enabling   the 
 effective  recommendation of the hiring, firing,  promoting,  and 
 disciplining of subordinates. 
 
 Will  be required to learn to utilize various types of electronic 
 and/or  manual  recording and information  systems  used  by  the 
 agency, office, or related units. 
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 REQUIREMENTS: 
 
 EXPERIENCE: Five  (5)  years of experience in installation, maintenance, 
 and  repair  of various types of motors, vehicles, and equipment, 
 three  (3)  years  of  which shall have  been  in  a  supervisory 
 capacity. 
 
 LICENSE: Appointees  will  be required to possess a driver=s  license 
 valid  in  New Jersey only if the operation of a vehicle,  rather 
 than  employee mobility, is necessary to perform essential duties 
 of the position. 
 
 KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: 
 
 Knowledge of various types of motors and their operation. 
 
 Knowledge  of  methods  used  in  diagnosing  reasons  for  motor 
 failure, and steps necessary to correct the condition. 
 
 Knowledge  of   tools/equipment  used  in  tearing  motors  down, 
 installing  new parts, reassembling motors,  and testing  motors, 
 brakes, lights, and other parts of vehicles/equipment. 
 
 Knowledge  of  methods  used  in obtaining,  storing,  recording, 
 safeguarding, and using equipment, materials, and supplies. 
 
 Knowledge of methods used in keeping records and files. 
 
 Ability  to analyze mechanical problems, organize assigned  work, 
 and develop effective work methods. 
 
 Ability to give assignments/instructions to employees. 
 
 Ability  to  obtain, store, record, safeguard, and  properly  use 
 equipment, materials, and supplies. 
 
 Ability to maintain records and files. 
 
 Ability  to  utilize  various types of electronic  and/or  manual 
 recording and information systems used by the agency, office,  or 
 related units. 
 
 Ability  to  read, write, speak, understand, and  communicate  in 
 English   sufficiently  to  perform  duties  of  this   position. 
 American  Sign  Language or Braille may  also  be  considered  as 
 acceptable forms of  communication. 
 
 Persons with mental or physical disabilities are eligible as long 
 as  they  can  perform  essential  functions  of  the  job  after 
 reasonable accommodation is made to their known limitations.   If 
 the  accommodation  cannot be made because  it  would  cause  the 
 employer undue hardship, such persons may not be eligible. 
 
CODES: LG - 07161            RKR/lz                    5/29/98 
 
 This job specification is for local government use only. 
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You are reading our New Jersey Department of Personnel Job Descriptions used to describe groups of jobs with similar characteristics. 
This is not a Job Vacancy Announcement. 

 
Job Specification 07013  
 
 SUPERVISING EQUIPMENT OPERATOR / SUPERVISING MECHANIC 
 
 SUPERVISING EQUIPMENT OPERATOR 
 
 DEFINITION: 
 
 Under  direction, supervises and works with a group of  employees 
 involved  in  operating, checking, servicing,  and  making  minor 
 repairs  to  construction and maintenance equipment;  does  other 
 related duties as required. 
 
 NOTE:  The  examples of work for this title are for illustrative  
 purposes only.  A particular position using this title may not  
 perform all duties listed in this job specification.  Conversely, 
 all duties performed on the job may not be listed. 
 
 EXAMPLES OF WORK: 
 
 Supervises and  works  with a group of employees involved in 
 operating construction and maintenance equipment such as a 
 street sweeper, front end loader, back hoe, small road grader,  
 tractor, and small  bulldozer used in repairing and maintaining 
 streets, roads, drainage areas, parks, grounds, sanitary land fill  
 sites, piping systems, and/or other maintenance and construction 
 operations requiring the use of power driven construction 
 machinery. 
 
 Inspects the work of assigned employees. 
 
 Prepares and maintains records of personnel, work assignments, 
 equipment, and material, and time spent on operation. 
 
 Will be required to learn to utilize various types of electronic 
 and/or manual recording and information systems used by 
 the agency, office, or related units. 
 
 REQUIREMENTS: 
 
 EXPERIENCE 
 
 Three (3) years of experience in the operation and 
 maintenance of construction and maintenance equipment. 
 
 NOTE:  Appropriate formal training in the operation of 
 maintenance and construction equipment may be substituted  
 for one (1) year of the indicated experience. 
 
 LICENSE:   
  
 Appointees must possess a driver's license valid in New Jersey. 
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 Appointees may also be required to possess a valid Commercial  
 Driver's License (CDL) and applicable endorsements for the class  
 and type of vehicle being operated. 
 
 NOTE:  The  responsibility  for  ensuring  that  employees 
 possess the required motor vehicle license, commensurate with  
 the class and type of vehicles they operate, rests with the 
 Appointing Authority. 
 
 KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: 
  
 Knowledge of the care,  maintenance, and safe and efficient 
 operation of construction and maintenance equipment including 
 cleaning, greasing, servicing, and  making  minor repairs and 
 adjustments. 
 
 Knowledge of procedures involved in planning, organizing, 
 and supervising construction and maintenance operations. 
 
 Ability to organize office and field work and develop effective 
 work methods. 
 
 Ability to give written and oral directions to subordinates and 
 supervise performance of their work. 
 
 Ability to obtain, store, safeguard, and use needed equipment, 
 materials, and supplies. 
 
 Ability to keep records. 
 
 Ability to utilize various types of electronic and/or manual 
 recording and information systems used by the agency,  
 office, or related units. 
 
 Ability to read, write, speak, understand, and communicate 
 in English sufficiently to perform duties of this position. 
 American Sign Language or Braille may also be considered 
 as acceptable forms of  communication. 
 
 Persons with mental or physical disabilities are eligible as long 
 as they can perform essential functions of the job with or without 
 reasonable accommodation.  If the accommodation cannot be  
 made because it would cause the employer undue hardship,  
 such persons may not be eligible. 
 
 CODES: LG - 06664              RKR/hw                 8/22/97 
 
  
 SUPERVISING MECHANIC 
 
 DEFINITION 
   
 Under direction, supervises and works with a group of employees 
 engaged in the repair, maintenance, and servicing of motor vehicles 
 and/or construction equipment, working with various machines and  
 hand tools common to the trade; does other related duties as required. 
 
 NOTE:  The examples of work for this title are for illustrative 
 purposes only. A particular position using this title may not perform 
 all duties listed in this job specification. Conversely, all duties 
 performed on the job may not be listed. 
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 EXAMPLES OF WORK 
  
 Analyzes malfunctions, and repairs, rebuilds, and maintains 
 construction equipment such as cranes, power shovels,  
 scrapers, paving machines, motor graders, trench-digging  
 machines, conveyors, bulldozers, dredges, pumps, compressors,  
 and pneumatic tools, and/or cars, vans, trucks, or buses. 
 
 Inspects and drives repaired vehicles to determine if repairs have 
 been properly completed. 
 
 Trains workers in and demonstrates methods and techniques for 
 repairing and maintaining vehicles using manual and mechanical  
 tools and equipment. 
 
 Provides assignments and instructions to subordinates and  
 supervises the performance of their work. 
 
 Evaluates the job performance of subordinates. 
 
 Maintains inventory of parts and equipment, and prepares requisitions 
 for replacement stock. 
 
 Prepares reports of vehicle repairs. 
 
 Supervises and performs the work involved in operating and inspecting 
 machines or equipment to diagnose defects; dismantling and 
 reassembling equipment using hoists and hand tools; examining parts 
 for damage or excessive wear using micrometers and gages; replacing 
 defective engines and subassemblies such as transmissions; testing 
 overhauled equipment to ensure operating efficiency; welding broken 
 parts and structural members; cleaning of parts; assembling and 
 disassembling equipment; tracing and locating defects and causes  
 of mechanical problems to determine type and extent of repairs; 
 overhauling, rebuilding, repairing, and servicing diesel, gasoline, 
 and other types of combustion engines, automatic and nonautomatic 
 transmissions, heavy duty drive line systems, hydraulic utility 
 systems and controls, fuel systems, and braking systems; and  
 selecting and making necessary repairs in accord with appropriate  
 repair specifications, manuals, and procedures. 
 
 May operate a motor vehicle. 
 
 May do welding of various types or simple blacksmithing. 
 
 Obtains, stores, records, safeguards, and uses equipment,  
 materials, and supplies. 
 
 Maintains records and files. 
 
 Prepares clear, sound, accurate, and informative reports. 
 
 Will be required to learn to utilize various types of electronic 
 and/or manual recording and information systems used by  
 the agency, office, or related units. 
 
 REQUIREMENTS 
 
 EXPERIENCE 
 
 Five (5) years of varied experience in the installation, maintenance,  
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 and repair of various types of motor vehicles and/or construction  
 equipment such as bulldozers, road graders, tractors, power shovels  
 cranes, or similar equipment. 
 
 NOTE:  Possession of a certificate showing successful completion 
 of a vocational-educational training program in automotive mechanics 
 approved by the NJ Department of Education may be substituted for  
 one (1) year of indicated experience. 
 
 NOTE:  Possession of a certificate as an automotive mechanic 
 issued by the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence  
 may be substituted for one (1) year of indicated experience. 
 
 LICENSE 
   
 Appointees will be required to possess a valid New Jersey 
 driver's license. 
 
 Appointees may be required to possess a valid Commercial Driver's 
 License (CDL) and applicable endorsements for the class and type  
 of vehicle being operated. 
 
 NOTE: The responsibility for ensuring that employees possess  
 the required motor vehicle license, commensurate with the class and  
 type of vehicles they operate, rests with the Appointing Authority. 
 
 In accordance with Federal regulation 82:40, appointees responsible  
 for the repair or servicing of motor vehicle air conditioners are 
 required to possess and maintain a valid certification as an Air  
 Conditioning and Refrigeration Technician, commensurate with the  
 type of equipment serviced, issued by the Federal Environmental  
 Protection Agency. 
 
 In accordance with NJSA 13:20-47.15, appointees responsible for 
 performing the emissions inspections on diesel-powered vehicles 
 are to successfully complete a course of instruction on Diesel  
 Emission Inspection provided through the Appointing Authority. 
 Appointees may be required to successfully complete re-training. 
 
 In accordance with the New Jersey Occupational Safety and Health 
 Administration regulation 20 CFR 1910.178(l) (1), appointees  
 responsible for the operation of industrial trucks (powered forklifts) 
 will be required to obtain and maintain a current certification as a 
 Powered Industrial Truck Operator issued by the New Jersey 
 Occupational Safety and Health Administration.  Appointees may  
 be required to successfully complete re-training. 
 
 In accordance with NJSA 13:20-45.16, appointees responsible  
 for performing emissions repairs to gasoline-fueled vehicles are 
 required to possess and maintain a valid certification as an 
 Emissions Repair Technician. 
 
 In accordance with NJSA 13:20-43.17, appointees responsible  
 for performing inspections to motor vehicles are required to 
 possess and maintain a valid certification as a Motor Vehicle 
 Inspector. 
 
 Appointees responsible for repairing or servicing motor vehicles 
 equipped for alternate fuel will be required to successfully complete  
 training and obtain an Alternate Fuel Certification.  Appointees who 
 possess an ASE Certification in Alternate Fuel are considered to  
 have met this requirement. 
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 Appointees responsible for repair and servicing of suspension/steering  
 systems are required to possess and maintain an Automobile Service  
 Excellence (ASE) Certification in Suspension and Steering. 
 
 Appointees responsible for repair and servicing of brakes are 
 required to possess and maintain a valid Automotive Service 
 Excellence (ASE) Certification in Brake Repairs.   
  
 Appointees may also be required to obtain ASE certifications  
 in Engine Repair A-1 and Engine Performance A-8. 
 
 KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES 
 
 Knowledge of the mechanical makeup, operation, and working 
 relationships of a variety of heavy duty systems, assemblies, and 
 parts such as diesel, multifuel, and gasoline engines including 
 supercharged and turbocharged engines, automatic and nonautomatic 
 transmissions, and gear reductions systems including those with torque 
 converters, planetary gears and more than one gear range, driveline 
 assemblies including differentials, power dividers, and dual speed 
 axles, hydraulic lifting, loading, turning, and positioning systems 
 including their mechanical, hydraulic, and pneumatic controls. 
 
 Knowledge of varied types of motors and equipment and  
 their operation. 
 
 Knowledge of procedures for diagnosing reasons for motor failure  
 and of steps necessary to correct the condition. 
 
 Knowledge of the makeup, operation, and installation procedures  
 for all components and systems of vehicles such as engines,  
 transmissions, front and rear end assembles, and electrical and  
 hydraulic systems. 
 
 Knowledge of supervisory methods and principles. 
 
 Ability to determine mechanical defects which cause engines, 
 transmissions, hydraulic systems, and other major systems and  
 their components to fail to operate properly. 
 
 Ability to use a wide range of diagnostic and testing equipment, 
 including electrical, electronic, light, and pressure types, to 
 determine cause of mechanical problems such as engine analyzers 
 dynamometers, exhaust analyzers, vacuum and fuel pump testers, 
 injector testers, ignition timers, tachometers, ammeters and 
 ohmmeters. 
 
 Ability to use technical manuals, specifications, diagrams, 
 schematics, and similar guides to make repair and  
 modifications to equipment. 
 
 Ability to improvise, substitute, and alter parts to fit and mesh in 
 systems for which parts were not designed or when technical  
 manuals, diagrams, schematics, or similar guides do not apply. 
 
 Ability to disassemble, rebuild, adjust, reassemble, reinstall,  
 and align various automotive components and assemblies. 
 
 Ability to manipulate small objects with the fingers such as  
 bolts, ignition wiring, points, plugs, and measuring instruments. 
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 Ability to obtain, store, record, safeguard, and use equipment, 
 material, and supplies. 
 
 Ability to provide work assignments, advice, and guidance to 
 subordinates, and to observe and evaluate their job performance. 
 
 Ability to read diagrams, blue prints, and schematics. 
 
 Ability to use mechanic hand tools and small power tools  
 such as pliers, screw drivers, pneumatic wrenches, and drills.. 
 
 Ability to use of a variety of test equipment such as feeler  
 gauges, circuit testing, timing lights, dwell meters, dial gauges, 
 oscilloscopes, exhaust analyzers, and engine and chassis  
 dynamometers. 
 
 Ability to learn to utilize various types of electronic and/or  
 manual recording and information systems used by the  
 agency, office, or related units. 
 
 Ability to read, write, speak, understand, or communicate  
 in English sufficiently to perform the duties of this position.  
 American Sign Language or Braille may also be considered  
 as acceptable forms of communication. 
 
 Persons with mental or physical disabilities are eligible as  
 long as they can perform the essential functions of the job  
 with or without reasonable accommodation.  If the  
 accommodation cannot be made because it would cause  
 the employer undue hardship, such persons may not be eligible. 
 
 CODES: LG - 06724               MER              01/31/09 
 
 This job specification is for local government use only. 
 
 TITLE CODE FOR DUAL TITLE:   07013 
 
 This job specification is for local government use only. 
   

    
Copyright © State of New Jersey , 1996-2004

Department of Personnel
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You are reading our New Jersey Department of Personnel Job Descriptions used to describe groups of jobs with similar characteristics. 
This is not a Job Vacancy Announcement. 

 
Job Specification 03256@  
 
SENIOR CLERK TYPIST 
                        (ALL JURISDICTIONS) 
  
DEFINITION 
 
 Under supervision, performs typing and other related clerical work 
 requiring exercise of independent judgment and working knowledge of 
 department rules, regulations, and policies, and/or has charge of the 
 work of a small group of clerk typists, and/or has charge of the 
 designated phase of the typing work of the department; does other 
 related duties as required. 
 
 NOTE: The examples of work for this title are for illustrative 
 purposes only. A particular position using this title may not perform 
 all duties listed in this job specification. Conversely, all duties 
 performed on the job may not be listed. 
 
EXAMPLES OF WORK: 
 
 Organizes assigned clerical, typing, and other related work and 
 develops effective work methods. 
 
 Assigns suitable work, instructs individuals and groups, and 
 supervises the performance of their work. 
 
 Reviews, checks, and certifies reports, applications, and other 
 documents for correctness. 
 
 Composes answers to routine letters and prepares other letters in 
 accord with office routines and regulations. 
 
 Does typing accurately and rapidly from varied types of copy. 
 
 Checks and verifies bills, vouchers, statements, and payrolls. 
 
 Prepares claim schedules. 
 
 Records varied types of data accurately. 
 
 Keeps tickler files up-to-date. 
 
 Receives and checks applications and/or fees and prepares receipts. 
 
 Receives, reviews, and adjusts complaints. 
 
 Prepares personnel records, requisitions, estimates, statistical 
 information, receiving records, and inventories. 
 
 Supervises the operation and care of office machines and equipment. 
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 May assist with on-the-job training of new clerical employees. 
 
 Answers nonroutine inquiries for information originating within and 
 without the agency in accord with agency policy and regulations. 
 
 In State government, Department of Law and Public Safety, may type labels  
 for specimens, samples, or evidence. 
 
 In State government, Department of Law and Public Safety, maintains records  
 of evidence receipt, verification, and recording. 
 
 In State government, Department of Law and Public Safety, may type laboratory 
 records reflecting the storage of evidence. 
 
 In the Department of Law and Public Safety, may verify receipt against  
 source documents.  
 
 May assist in supervising the preparation of and personally prepares 
 statistical and other reports. 
 
 May assist in planning and supervising a designated phase of the 
 clerical activity of the unit. 
 
 Maintains records and files.  
 
 Will be required to learn to utilize various types of electronic and/or manual  
 recording and information systems used by the agency, office, or related units. 
 
 REQUIREMENTS: 
 
 EXPERIENCE: 
 
 One (1) year of experience in clerical work including typing. 
 
 NOTE: Successful completion of a clerical training program with a 
 minimum of 700 clerical training hours or 30 semester hour credits in 
 secretarial science from an accredited college or university may be 
 substituted for the experience indicated above. Coursework must 
 include typing skills, methods, and procedures; other courses may 
 include, but not be limited to, office procedures, word processing, 
 and business English. 
 
 LICENSE: 
 
 Appointees will be required to possess a driver's license valid 
 in New Jersey only if the operation of a vehicle, rather than employee 
 mobility, is necessary to perform essential duties of the position. 
 
 KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: 
 
 Knowledge of office methods, practices, routines, machines, equipment, 
 and of the internal organization after a period of training. 
 
 Ability to comprehend established office routines and regulations and 
 apply them to specific cases in accord with established procedures. 
 
 Ability to organize assigned clerical, typing, and supervisory work, 
 and develop effective work methods. 
 
 Ability to give assignments and instructions to clerical employees and 
 supervise the performance of their work. 
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 Ability to help plan and to supervise a designated phase of the 
 clerical work of the unit. 
 
 Ability to type accurately and rapidly. 
 
 Ability to work cooperatively with associates and superior officers 
 and with that portion of the public interested in or concerned with 
 the work of the office. 
 
 Ability to keep complicated records. 
 
 Ability to use and properly care for office machines and equipment. 
 
 Ability to prepare clear, concise, and appropriate business letters in 
 accord with office regulations, policies, and procedures. 
 
 Ability to prepare and supervise the preparation of clear, sound, 
 accurate, and informative reports containing findings, conclusions, 
 and recommendations. 
 
 Ability to maintain and supervise the maintenance of records and 
 files. 
 
 Ability to utilize various types of electronic and/or manual recording 
 and information systems used by the agency, office, or related units. 
 Ability to read, write, speak, understand, and communicate in English 
 sufficiently to perform the duties of this position. American Sign 
 Language or Braille may also be considered as acceptable forms of 
 communication. 
 
 Persons with mental or physical disabilities are eligible as long as 
 they can perform the essential functions of the job after reasonable 
 accommodation is made to their known limitations. If the accommodation 
 cannot be made because it would cause the employer undue hardship, 
 such persons may not be eligible. 
 
 CODES: 09/A08 - 23233 (12 months)         MCK       04/06/06 
        05/A05 - 23235 (10 months) 
            LG - 03256@ 
 
 This job specification is for state and local government use.  

    
Copyright © State of New Jersey , 1996-2004

Department of Personnel
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You are reading our New Jersey Department of Personnel Job Descriptions used to describe groups of jobs with similar characteristics. 
This is not a Job Vacancy Announcement. 

 
Job Specification 03459  
 
 SENIOR MECHANIC 
 
 DEFINITION 
 
 Under direction, takes the lead over one or more employees  
 engaged in performing varied mechanical work involved in the  
 repair, maintenance, and servicing of motor vehicles and/or  
 construction equipment, working with various machine and  
 hand tools common to the trade; does related work. 
 
 NOTE:  The examples of work for this title are for illustrative 
 purposes only. A particular position using this title may not  
 perform all duties listed in this job specification.  Conversely,  
 all duties performed on the job may not be listed. 
 
 EXAMPLES OF WORK 
  
 Distributes and balances the workload among employees  
 according to established work flow or job specialization. 
 
 Observes the status and progress of the work and makes  
 adjustments according to established priorities. 
 
 Answers questions of other workers regarding procedures,  
 policies, regulations, and instructions. 
 
 Instructs them in specific tasks and job techniques. 
 
 Answers questions of the supervisor regarding overall work  
 operations and problems. 
 
 Obtains descriptions of mechanical problems from drivers  
 of vehicles and/or test drives the vehicle or uses testing  
 equipment such as motor analyzers, spark plug testers,  
 or compression gauges to locate and identify the problem. 
 
 Locates worn, dirty, or poorly adjusted parts through visual  
 check of vehicle or through the use of testing devices such  
 as timing lights and dwell meters or other diagnostic equipment. 
 
 Removes, cleans, or replaces defective parts such as spark  
 plugs, wheel cylinders, mufflers, tail pipes, or brake shoes. 
 
 Makes settings and adjustments such as setting distributor  
 and voltage regulators, points, gapping spark plugs, setting  
 engine idle and timing, and adjusting brakes. 
 
 Removes units such as engine, transmission, or differential  
 using wrenches and hoist. 
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 Disassembles unit and inspect parts for wear using  
 micrometers, calipers, and thickness gauges. 
 
 Repairs or replace parts such as pistons, rods, gears,  
 valves, and bearings using hand tools. 
 
 Overhauls or replaces carburetors, blowers, generators,  
 distributors, starters, and pumps. 
 
 Rebuilds parts such as crankshafts and cylinder blocks  
 using lathes, shapers, drill presses, and welding equipment. 
 
 Rewires ignition system, lights, and instrument panel. 
 
 Relines and adjusts brakes, aligns front end, repairs or  
 replaces shock absorbers, and solders leaks in radiator. 
 
 Mends damaged body and fenders by hammering out  
 or filling in dents and welding broken parts. 
 
 Replaces and adjusts headlights and installs and repairs  
 accessories such as radios, heaters, mirrors, and  
 windshield wipers. 
 
 Disassembles and rebuilds components by fitting and  
 installing parts such as rings, pistons, bearings, and gears. 
 
 Aligns, meshes, and connects repaired units to related  
 mechanisms and makes adjustments to ensure proper  
 operation of units. 
 
 Adjusts ignition timing and valves and adjusts or replaces  
 spark plugs and other parts to ensure efficient engine  
 performance. 
 
 Installs air conditioners and service components such as  
 compressors and condensers. 
 
 Aligns and balances wheels and repairs steering and  
 suspension systems. 
 
 Adjusts brakes, replaces brake linings and pads, repair  
 hydraulic cylinders, and makes other repairs to the brake  
 system. 
 
 Cleans radiators, locates and solders leaks, and installs  
 new radiator cores in vehicles. 
 
 Overhauls and repairs electrical systems and components. 
 
 Replaces defective wiring and electrical units in vehicles  
 such as starters and generators. 
 
 Repairs and replaces gear trains, couplings, hydraulic pumps,  
 and other components of automatic transmission systems. 
 
 In making repairs, uses a variety of tools, equipment, and  
 testing devices such as pneumatic wrenches to remove bolts;  
 lathes and grinding machines to rebuild brakes and other parts;  
 welding and flame cutting equipment to repair exhaust systems;  
 ammeters, ohmmeters, and voltmeters to locate electrical system  
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 malfunction; motor analyzers, spark plug testers, or compression  
 gauges to locate mechanical problems; wheel balancing equipment  
 to balance wheels; scientific testing equipment to help adjust and  
 locate malfunctions in fuel, ignition, and emission control systems;  
 and common hand tools such as screwdrivers, pliers, and wrenches  
 to work on small parts and access hard-to-reach places. 
 
 Consults manufacturer or other manuals or charts to identify 
 replacement parts or ascertain specified dimensions and  
 tolerances of components. 
 
 Drives a vehicle such as a pick-up truck, tow truck, and so  
 forth to various locations to service disabled motor vehicles. 
 
 Examines and discusses with operator the nature of the  
 malfunctions, manipulates gears, examines battery, checks  
 fan belt, raises and lowers attachment on equipment, and  
 diagnoses problems and makes adjustments and repairs. 
 
 Takes the lead and gives assignments to those assigned  
 as helpers and mechanics. 
 
 Obtains, stores, records, safeguards, and properly uses  
 equipment, materials, and supplies when performing work  
 and may prepare itemized work orders to work performed  
 and materials used in accord with established policy and  
 procedures. 
 
 Tests overhauled equipment to ensure operating efficiency. 
 
 Welds broken parts and structural members. 
 
 May direct workers engaged in cleaning parts and assisting  
 with assembly and disassembly of equipment. 
 
 Traces and locates defects and causes of mechanical  
 problems to determine type and extent of repairs. 
 
 Overhauls, rebuilds, repairs, and services diesel, gasoline,  
 and other types of combustion engines, automatic and  
 nonautomatic transmissions, heavy duty drive line systems,  
 and hydraulic utility systems and controls. 
 
 Selects and makes repairs in accord with appropriate  
 repair specifications, manuals, and procedures. 
 
 Fits and installs parts such as pistons, valves, bearings, gears,  
 and cylinders to appropriate tolerances and make appropriate  
 adjustments according to specifications and guidelines. 
 
 Connects, aligns, and adjusts mechanical components to  
 ensure proper operation of the vehicle. 
 
 Repairs cross driver or similar multisystem transmissions. 
 
 Repairs large and powerful 12 cylinder engine with pistons,  
 which directly power multiple hydraulic and pneumatic  
 systems and large multiple, interconnected engine systems. 
 
 Overhauls a variety of intricate fuel injection systems. 
 
 Overhauls and rebuilds transmissions such as those, which  
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 have braking, steering, and differential systems mechanically  
 integrated with the transmission. 
 
 Will be required to learn to utilize various types of electronic 
 and/or manual recording and computerized information  
 systems used by the agency, office, or related units. 
 
 REQUIREMENTS 
 
 TRAINING 
 
 Successful completion of one (1) year of training in automotive  
 technology at an accredited community college or vocational  
 school 
 
 EXPERIENCE 
 
 Three (3) years of varied experience in the maintenance and repair 
 of various types of motor vehicles and/or construction equipment  
 such as bulldozers, tractors, cranes, road graders, power shovels,  
 or similar equipment. 
 
 NOTE:  Applicants who do not possess the required year of  
 formal  training may substitute one (1) additional year of experience  
 as outlined above. 
  
 NOTE:  Possession of a certificate as an automotive mechanic 
 issued by the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence  
 may be substituted for one (1) year of the formal training indicated. 
 
 LICENSE: 
 
 Appointees must possess a driver's license valid in New Jersey. 
 
 Appointees may be required to possess a valid Commercial Driver's 
 License (CDL) and applicable endorsements for the class and type  
 of vehicle being operated. 
 
 NOTE:  The responsibility for ensuring that employees possess the 
 required motor vehicle license, commensurate with the class and  
 type of vehicles they operate, rests with the Appointing Authority. 
 
 In accordance with Federal regulation 82:40, appointees responsible  
 for the repair or servicing of motor vehicle air conditioners are 
 required to possess and maintain a valid certification as an Air  
 Conditioning and Refrigeration Technician, commensurate with  
 the type of equipment serviced, issued by the Federal Environmental  
 Protection Agency. 
 
 In accordance with NJSA 13:20-47.15, appointees responsible for 
 performing the emissions inspections on diesel-powered vehicles  
 are to successfully complete a course of Instruction on Diesel 
 Emission Inspection provided through the Appointing Authority. 
 Appointees may be required to successfully complete re-training. 
 
 In accordance with the New Jersey Occupational Safety and Health 
 Administration regulation 20 CFR 1910.178(l) (1), appointees  
 responsible for the operation of industrial trucks (powered forklifts) 
 will be required to obtain and maintain a current certification as a 
 Powered Industrial Truck Operator issued by the New Jersey 
 Occupational Safety and Health Administration.  Appointees may  
 be required to successfully complete re-training. 
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 In accordance with NJSA 13:20-45.16, appointees responsible  
 for performing emissions repair to gasoline-fueled vehicles are 
 required to possess and maintain a valid certification as an  
 Emissions Repairer Technician. 
 
 In accordance with NJSA 13:20-43.17, appointees responsible  
 for performing inspections to motor vehicles are required to  
 possess and maintain a valid certification as a Motor Vehicle  
 Inspector. 
 
 Appointees responsible for repairing or servicing motor vehicles 
 equipped for alternate fuel are required to successfully complete  
 training and obtain an Alternate Fuel Certification.  Appointees  
 who possess an ASE Certification in Alternate Fuel are considered  
 to have met this requirement. 
  
 Appointees responsible for repair and servicing of suspension/steering 
 systems are required to obtain an Automobile Service Excellence (ASE) 
 Certification in Suspension and Steering. 
 
 Appointees responsible for repair and servicing of brakes are 
 required to possess and maintain a valid Automotive Service 
 Excellence (ASE) Certification in Brake Repairs.   
 
 Appointees may also be required to obtain ASE certifications  
 in Engine Repair A-1 and Engine Performance A-8. 
 
 KNOWLEDGE & ABILITIES 
 
 Knowledge of where and how a variety of automotive systems  
 components, accessories, and parts of systems such as wheel  
 cylinders, fuel lines, condensers, and mufflers are installed. 
 
 Knowledge of varied types of motors and equipment and  
 their operation. 
 
 Knowledge of the procedures for diagnosing the reasons  
 for motor failure and of the steps necessary to correct the condition. 
 
 Knowledge of the makeup operation and installation procedures  
 for all components and systems of vehicles such as engines,  
 transmissions, front and rear end assemblies, electrical, and  
 hydraulic systems. 
 
 Knowledge of the mechanical makeup, operation, and working 
 relationships of a variety of heavy duty systems, assemblies,  
 and parts such as diesel, multifuel, and gasoline engines including 
 supercharged and turbocharger engines, automatic and nonautomatic 
 transmissions and gear reductions systems including those with torque 
 converters, planetary gears and more than one gear range, driveline 
 assemblies including differentials, power dividers, and dual speed 
 axles, hydraulic lifting, loading, turning, and positioning systems 
 including their mechanical, hydraulic, and pneumatic controls. 
 
 Ability to determine when parts should be cleaned and reinstalled  
 or removed and replaced with standard parts, and the types and  
 extent of adjustment and alignment required. 
 
 Ability to disassemble, rebuild, adjust, reassemble, reinstall,  
 and align various automotive components and assemblies. 
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 Ability to determine the mechanical defects, which cause engines, 
 transmissions, hydraulic systems, and other major systems and  
 their components to fail to operate properly. 
 
 Ability to use a wide range of diagnostic and testing equipment 
 including electrical, electronic, light, and pressure types to 
 determine cause of mechanical problems such as engine analyzers 
 dynamometers, exhaust analyzers, vacuum and fuel pump testers, 
 injector testers, ignition timers, tachometers, ammeters, and 
 ohmmeters. 
 
 Ability to use technical manuals, specifications, diagrams, 
 schematics, and similar guides to make repairs and modifications  
 to equipment. Ability to improvise, substitute, and alter parts to fit 
 and mesh in systems for which the parts were not designed or when 
 technical manuals, diagrams, schematics, or similar guides do not 
 apply. 
 
 Ability to make tuneup adjustments and settings such as setting  
 points and timing engines according to specifications. 
 
 Ability to manipulate small objects with the fingers such as  
 bolts, ignition wiring, points, plugs, and measuring instruments. 
 
 Ability to obtain, store, record, safeguard, and properly use 
 equipment, material, and supplies. 
 
 Ability to give suitable instructions, advice, and guidance to  
 other employees. 
 
 Ability to read diagrams, blue prints, and schematics. 
 
 Ability to use mechanic hand tools and small power tools  
 such as pliers, screw drivers, pneumatic wrenches, and drills. 
 
 Ability to use of a variety of test equipment such as feeler  
 gauges, circuit testing, timing lights, dwell meters, dial gauges, 
 oscilloscopes, exhaust analyzers, and engine and chassis  
 dynamometers. 
 
 Ability to learn to utilize various types of electronic and/or manual 
 recording and information systems used by the agency, office, or 
 related units. 
 
 Ability to read, write, speak, understand or communicate in  
 English sufficiently to perform the duties of the position.   
 American Sign Language or Braille may also be considered  
 as acceptable forms of communication. 
 
 Persons with mental or physical disabilities are eligible as long 
 as they can perform essential functions of the job with or without 
 reasonable accommodation.  If the accommodation cannot be  
 made because it would cause the employer undue hardship,  
 such persons may not be eligible. 
 
 CODES: LG-03459                 MER               04/27/09 
 
 This job specification is for local government use only. 
   

    
Copyright © State of New Jersey , 1996-2004

Department of Personnel
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You are reading our New Jersey Department of Personnel Job Descriptions used to describe groups of jobs with similar characteristics. 
This is not a Job Vacancy Announcement. 

 
Job Specification 02434  
 
 MECHANIC 
 
 DEFINITION: 
 
 Under direction performs varied mechanical work involved in 
 the repair, maintenance, and servicing of motor vehicles and/or 
 construction equipment working with various machines and hand  
 tools common to the trade; does related work as required. 
 
 NOTE:  The examples of work for this title are for illustrative  
 purposes only.  A particular position using this title may  
 not perform all duties listed in this job specification. Conversely,  
 all duties performed on the job may not be listed. 
 
 EXAMPLES OF WORK 
  
 Repairs engines and components, power trains, suspension systems,  
 and other mechanical units of such motor vehicles as automobiles,  
 vans, and/or such construction equipment as trucks, buses, bulldozers, 
 tractors, cranes, road graders, power shovels, or similar equipment. 
 
 Obtains description of mechanical problems from driver of vehicle 
 and/or test drives the vehicle or uses testing equipment such as  
 motor analyzers, spark plug testers, or compression gauges to  
 locate and identify the problem. 
 
 Locates worn, dirty, or poorly adjusted parts through visual check  
 of vehicle or through the use of testing devices such as timing  
 lights and dwell meters or other diagnostic equipment. 
 
 Removes, cleans, or replaces defective parts such as spark  
 plugs, wheel cylinders, mufflers, tail pipes, or brake shoes. 
 
 Makes settings and adjustments such as setting distributors  
 and voltage regulators, points, gapping spark plugs, setting  
 engine idle and timing, and adjusting brakes. 
 
 Removes units such as engine, transmission, or differential  
 using wrenches and hoist. 
 
 Disassembles unit and inspect parts for wear using  
 micrometers, calipers, and thickness gauges. 
 
 Repairs or replaces parts such as pistons, rods, gears,  
 valves, and bearings using mechanic's hand tools. 
 
 Overhauls or replaces carburetors, blowers, generators,  
 distributors, starters, and pumps. 
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 Rebuilds parts such as crankshafts and cylinder blocks  
 using lathes, shapers, drill presses, and welding equipment. 
 
 Rewires ignition system, lights, and instrument panel. 
 
 Relines and adjusts brakes, aligns front end, repairs or  
 replaces shock absorbers, and solders leaks in radiator. 
 
 Mends damaged body and fenders by hammering out or  
 filling in dents and welding broken parts. 
 
 Replaces and adjusts headlights and installs and repairs  
 accessories such as radios, heaters, mirrors, and windshield  
 wipers. 
 
 Disassembles and rebuilds components by fitting and installing  
 needed parts such as rings, pistons, bearings, and gears. 
 
 Aligns, meshes, and connects repaired units to related mechanisms  
 and makes adjustments to assure proper operation of units. 
 
 Adjusts ignition timing and valves and adjusts or replaces spark  
 plugs and other parts to ensure efficient engine performance. 
 
 Installs air conditioners and service components such as  
 compressors and condensers. 
 
 Aligns and balances wheels and repairs steering and suspension 
 systems. 
 
 Adjusts brakes, replaces brake linings and pads, repairs hydraulic 
 cylinders, and makes other repairs to the brake system. 
 
 Cleans radiators, locates and solders leaks, and installs new  
 radiator cores in vehicles. 
 
 Overhauls and repairs electrical systems and components. 
 
 Replaces defective wiring and electrical units in vehicles such  
 as starters and generators. 
 
 Repairs and replaces gear trains, couplings, hydraulic pumps,  
 and other components of automatic transmission systems. 
 
 In making repairs uses a variety of tools, equipment, and testing 
 devices such as pneumatic wrenches to remove bolts; lathes  
 and grinding machines to rebuild brakes and other parts; welding  
 and flame cutting equipment to repair exhaust systems; ammeters,  
 ohmmeters, and voltmeters to locate electrical system malfunction;  
 motor analyzers, spark plug testers, or compression gauges to  
 locate mechanical problems; wheel balancing equipment to  
 balance wheels; scientific testing equipment to help adjust and  
 locate malfunctions in fuel, ignition, and emission control systems;  
 and common handtools such as screwdrivers, pliers, and wrenches  
 to work on small parts and get to hard to reach places. 
 
 Consults manufacturer or other manuals or charts to identify 
 replacement parts or ascertain specified dimensions and  
 tolerances of components. 
 
 Welds broken parts and structural members. 
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 May direct workers engaged in cleaning parts and assisting  
 with assembly and disassembly of equipment. 
 
 Traces and locates defects and causes of mechanical problems  
 to determine type and extent of repairs. 
 
 Overhauls, rebuilds, repairs, and services diesel, gasoline, and  
 other types of combustion engines, automatic and nonautomatic  
 transmissions, heavy duty drive line systems, hydraulic utility  
 systems, and controls. 
 
 Selects and makes repairs in accord with appropriate repair 
 specifications, manuals, and procedures. 
 
 Fits and installs parts such as pistons, valves, bearings, gears,  
 and cylinders to appropriate tolerances and makes appropriate  
 adjustments in accord with specifications and guidelines. 
 
 Connects, aligns, and adjusts mechanical components to  
 assure proper operation of the vehicle. 
 
 Repairs cross driver or similar multisystem transmissions. 
 
 Repairs large and powerful 12 cylinder engines with pistons  
 which directly power multiple hydraulic and pneumatic systems  
 and large multiple, interconnected engine systems. 
 
 Overhauls a variety of intricate fuel injection systems. 
 
 Overhauls and rebuilds transmissions such as those which  
 have braking, steering, and differential systems mechanically  
 integrated with the transmission. 
 
 Drives a vehicle such as a pick up truck, tow truck and so  
 forth to various locations to service disabled motor vehicles. 
 
 Examines and discusses with operator the nature of the  
 malfunctions, manipulates gears, examines battery, checks  
 fan belt, raises and lowers attachment on equipment, and  
 diagnoses problems and makes needed adjustments and  
 repairs. 
 
 Takes the lead and gives suitable assignments to those  
 assigned as helpers. 
 
 Will be required to learn to utilize various types of electronic 
 and/or manual recording and computerized information  
 systems used by the agency, office, or related units. 
 
 REQUIREMENTS 
 
 TRAINING 
 
 Successful completion of one (1) year of training in automotive  
 technology at an accredited  community college or vocational school. 
 
 EXPERIENCE 
 
 Two (2) years of experience in the maintenance and  repair of  
 various types of motor vehicles and/or construction equipment  
 such as bulldozers, tractors, cranes, road graders,  power shovels,  
 or similar equipment. 
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 NOTE:  Applicants who do no possess the required year of formal  
 training may substitute one (1) additional year of experience as  
 outlined above 
 
 NOTE:  Possession of a certificate as an automotive mechanic  
 issued by the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence 
 may be substituted for one (1) year of formal training as indicated above. 
 
 LICENSE 
 
 Appointees will be required to possess a valid New Jersey 
 driver's license. 
 
 Appointees may be required to possess a valid Commercial Driver's 
 License (CDL) and applicable endorsements for the class and type  
 of vehicle being operated. 
 
 NOTE:  The responsibility for ensuring that employees  
 possess the required motor vehicle license, commensurate  
 with the class and type of vehicles they operate, rests with the  
 Appointing Authority. 
 
 In accordance with Federal regulation 82:40, appointees responsible  
 for the repair or servicing of motor vehicle air conditioners will be 
 required to obtain and maintain a valid Air Conditioning and Refrigeration 
 Technician, commensurate with the type of equipment serviced, issued 
 by the Federal Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
 In accordance with NJSA 13:20-47.15, appointees responsible for 
 performing the emmissions inspections on diesel-powered vehicles  
 will be required to successfully complete a course of Instruction on  
 Diesel Emission Inspection provided through the Appointing Authority. 
 Appointees may be required to successfully complete re-training. 
 
 In accordance with the New Jersey Occupational Safety and Health 
 Administration regulation 20 CFR 1910.178(l) (1), appointees  
 responsible for the operation of industrial trucks (powered forklifts) 
 will be required to obtain and maintain a current certification as a 
 Powered Industrial Truck Operator issued by the New Jersey 
 Occupational Safety and Health Administration.  Appointees may  
 be required to successfully complete re-training. 
 
 In accordance with NJSA 13:20-45.16, appointees responsible  
 for performing emissions repairs to gasoline-fueled vehicles will be 
 required to successfully complete the Emissions Technical Educational 
 Program, and maintain a current certification as an Emissions Repairer 
 Technician. 
 
 In accordance with NJSA 13:20-43.17, appointees responsible for 
 performing inspections to motor vehicles will be required to  
 successfully complete the training and maintain a current certification  
 as a Motor Vehicle Inspector. 
 
 Appointees responsible for repairing or servicing motor vehicles 
 equipped for alternate fuel will be required to successfully complete  
 training and obtain an Alternate Fuel Certification.  Appointees who 
 possess an ASE Certification in Alternate Fuel are considered to  
 have met this requirement. 
  
 Appointees responsible for repair and servicing of suspension/steering 
 systems are required to possess and maintain an Automobile Service  
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 Excellence (ASE) Certification in Suspension and Steering. 
 
 Appointees responsible for repair and servicing of brakes are  
 required to obtain an Automotive Service Excellence (ASE)  
 Certification in Brake Repairs. 
 
 Appointees may also be required to obtain ASE certifications  
 in Engine Repair A-1 and Engine Performance A-8. 
  
 KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES 
 
 Knowledge of where and how a variety of automotive systems, 
 components, accessories, and parts of systems such as wheel  
 cylinders, fuel lines, condensers, and mufflers are installed. 
 
 Knowledge of varied types of motors and equipment and their operation. 
 
 Knowledge of procedures for diagnosing the reasons for motor failure 
 and the steps necessary to correct the condition. 
 
 Knowledge of makeup, operation, and installation procedures for all 
 components and systems of vehicles such as engines, transmissions, 
 front and rear-end assemblies, electrical, and hydraulic systems. 
 
 Knowledge of the mechanical makeup, operation, and working 
 relationships of a variety of heavy duty systems, assemblies, and 
 parts such as diesel, multifuel, and gasoline engines including 
 supercharged and turbocharged engines, automatic and nonautomatic 
 transmissions, and gear reductions systems including those with torque 
 converters, planetary gears, and more than one gear range, and 
 driveline assemblies including differentials, power dividers, and dual 
 speed axles, hydraulic lifting, loading, turning, and positioning 
 systems including their mechanical, hydraulic, and pneumatic controls. 
 
 Ability to determine the mechanical defects which cause engines, 
 transmissions, hydraulic systems, and other major systems and  
 their components to fail to operate properly. 
 
 Ability to use a wide range of diagnostic and testing equipment 
 including electrical, electronic, light, and pressure types to 
 determine cause of mechanical problems such as engine analyzers 
 dynomometers, exhaust analyzers, vacuum and fuel pump testers, 
 injector testers, ignition timers, tachometers, ammeters, and 
 ohmmeters. 
 
 Ability to use technical manuals, specifications, diagrams, 
 schematics, and similar guides to make repairs and modifications  
 to equipment. 
 
 Ability to improvise, substitute, and alter parts to fit and mesh in 
 systems for which the parts were not designed or when technical 
 manuals, diagrams, schematics, or similar guides do not apply. 
 
 Ability to disassemble, rebuild, adjust, reassemble, reinstall, and 
 align various automotive components and assemblies. 
 
 Ability to manipulate small objects with the fingers such as bolts, 
 ignition wiring, points, plugs, and measuring instruments. 
 
 Ability to determine when parts should be cleaned and reinstalled  
 or removed and replaced with standard parts and the types and  
 extent of adjustment and alignment required. 
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 Ability to make tuneup adjustments and settings such as setting  
 points and timing engines according to specifications. 
 
 Ability to obtain, store, record, safeguard, and properly use 
 equipment, materials, and supplies. 
 
 Ability to read diagrams, blue prints, and schematics. 
 
 Ability to use mechanic hand tools and small power tools  
 such as pliers, screw drivers, pneumatic wrenches, and drills. 
 
 Ability to use a variety of test equipment such as feeler  
 gauges, circuit testing, timing lights, dwell meters, dial  
 gauges, oscilloscopes, exhaust analyzers, and engine  
 and chasis dynamometers. 
 
 Ability to learn to utilize various types of electronic and/or manual 
 recording and information systems used by the agency, office, or 
 related units. 
 
 Ability to read, write, speak, understand, or communicate in English 
 sufficiently to perform the duties of this position. American Sign 
 Language or Braille may also be considered as acceptable forms  
 of communication. 
  
 Persons with mental or physical disabilities are eligible as long 
 as they can perform essential functions of the job with or without 
 reasonable accommodation.  If the accommodation cannot be  
 made because it would cause the employer undue hardship,  
 such persons may not be eligible. 
 
 CODES: LG-02434               MER                       04/27/09 
 
 This job specification is for local government use only.  

    
Copyright © State of New Jersey , 1996-2004

Department of Personnel
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You are reading the State of New Jersey Job Descriptions. This is not a Job Vacancy Announcement. 

 
Job Specification 02456@  
 
MECHANIC'S HELPER 
 
 DEFINITION 
 
 Under direct supervision, assists and works closely with a mechanic 
 involved in performing varied mechanical work in the maintenance and 
 repair of motor vehicles and mechanized equipment; does other related 
 duties as required. 
 
 NOTE: The examples of work for this title are for illustrative 
 purposes only. A particular position using this title may not perform 
 all duties listed in this job specification. Conversely, all duties 
 performed on the job may not be listed. 
 
  
EXAMPLES OF WORK: 
 
 
 May assist in the overhaul, adjustment, maintenance, and repair of 
 varied types of motors and mechanical and motorized equipment. 
 
 Helps tear down and assemble engines, transmissions, and other 
 component parts. 
 
 Performs minor preventative maintenance inspections. 
 
 Oils and lubricates equipment. 
 
 Performs all types of tire repair and service in the shop or field. 
 
 Completes minor preventative maintenance and other minor service and 
 inspections on all department equipment in the shop or field. 
 
 Completes service forms and reports. 
 
 Maintains simple records. 
 
 Acts as a service station attendant and does related work in 
 lubricating equipment, and dispensing fuel and oil and other supplies. 
 
 Will be required to learn to utilize various types of electronic 
 and/or manual recording and information systems used by the agency, 
 office, or related units. 
 
 REQUIREMENTS: 
 
      LICENSE: 
 
      Appointees will be required to possess a valid NJ driver's 
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 license. 
 
      Appointees may be required to possess a valid Commercial Driver's 
 License (CDL) and applicable endorsements for the class and type of 
 vehicle being operated. 
 
      NOTE: The responsibility for ensuring that employees possess the 
 required motor vehicle license, commensurate with the class and type 
 of vehicles they operate, rests with the Appointing Authority. 
 
 KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: 
 
 Knowledge of standard tools, materials, methods, practice, 
 occupational hazards, and safety precautions involved in mechanical 
 repair work. 
 
 Ability to use and learn the use and proper care and adjustment of 
 common tools used in the trade. 
 
 Ability to understand, remember, and carry out oral and written 
 directions and to learn quickly from instructions and from 
 demonstrations. 
 
 Ability to maintain records. 
 
 Ability to utilize various types of electronic and/or manual recording 
 and information systems used by the agency, office, or related units. 
 
 Ability to read, write, speak, understand, and communicate in English 
 sufficiently to perform the duties of this position. American Sign 
 Language or Braille may also be considered as acceptable forms of 
 communication. 
 
 Persons with mental or physical disabilities are eligible as long as 
 they can perform the essential functions of the job after reasonable 
 accommodation is made to their known limitations. If the accommodation 
 cannot be made because it would cause the employer undue hardship, 
 such persons may not be eligible. 
 
 CODES: LG - 02456@              MCK                 2/5/02 
 
 This job specification is for local government use only.  
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“Daily Time Records” 
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APPENDIX EPA & OSHA 
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APPENDIX EPA & OSHA 

EPA Shop Requirements 

Vehicle repair shops conduct several activities that could affect the environment; these 
activities may be regulated under the following federal environmental laws: 

• Fluid changes - RCRA, SDWA, and CWA 
• Parts washing - RCRA, CAA, and CWA 
• Battery maintenance - RCRA and CWA 
• Air conditioner repair - CAA 
• Vehicle and shop floor washing - CWA 
• Exhaust system repair and replacement - CAA 
• Painting - RCRA and CAA 
• Outdoor material storage - CWA and RCRA 

OSHA Automotive Repair Shop Citations 
 
If OSHA were to visit your Vehicle Shop, what type of citation might you 
receive? According to OSHA, the top 12 citations for Automotive 
Repair and Service shops include: 
Standard Description 
1910:1200 Hazard Communication 
1910.1025 Lead 
1910.0132 PPE, General Requirements 
1910.0134 Respiratory Protection 
1910.0215 Abrasive Wheel 
1910.0151 Medical Services First Aid 
1910.0303 Electrical, General Req. 
1910.0253 Oxygen-Fuel Gas Welding 
1910.0305 Electrical, Wiring, Equipment 
1910.0157 Portable Fire Extinguishers 
1910.0022 Walking Working Surfaces 
1910.0037 Means of Egress 
 
Shop/Maintenance Checklist for OSHA Compliance 
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These are reminders from 29 CFR Part 1910 that would be applicable to 
a fixed 
and or mobile facility. This may not be an inclusive list applicable to 
your location 
and or every thing listed may not be applicable to your operation. 
.22(a) All floors, storerooms, etc shall be kept clean, orderly and in a 
sanitary manner. 
(b) Aisles and passageways shall be kept clear (28" min) and in good 
repair. 
(c) Covers and or guardrails shall be provided for open pits, tanks, vats, 
etc. 
(d) Floor loading shall be placarded and approved by building official. 
.23(c) Open sided floors shall have a standard guard rail which consists 
of Top 
rail (42"), mid-rail (21"), and a toe board (if small items are stored 
overhead and 
persons are working below). 
(d) All stairs have to have a handrail at least on right hand descending 
side. If 
both sides are open, then have on both sides. 
.24(b) Have to have access to another level if employees use daily, on 
each shift, 
or equipment requires routine maintenance. 
(e) Angle of stair has to be from 30-50 degrees. 
(f) Riser height and tread width shall be uniform through out stairs 
(<1/4") 
(h) Hand rails are required from 34"max to 30" min measured from 
leading 
edge of tread. 
(i) Vertical clearance above stair tread shall be 7' measured from 
overhead 
obstruction. 
.26 Ladders must be inspected, used in proper manner, and set up 
properly. 
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.36(b) Each building has to have an approved exit (side hinged door). 
(d) Every exit has to be maintained free of all obstructions to full instant 
use. All 
emergency equipment has to be maintained in continuous operating 
condition. 
.37(q) All side hinged doors will be labeled as to its use, i.e. Exit, 
Storage, etc., or 
Not an Exit. 
.38(a) All buildings will have an emergency action plan IAW (a)(2). 
.101(b) All compressed gas cylinders shall be handled according to 
Compressed 
Gas Association Pamphlet P-1-1965 which states that all cylinders will 
be 
secured from being knocked over. All flammable gases (acetylene) and 
accelerants (oxygen) shall be separated by 20' and or a 5' high fire wall 
equal to 
1.5 hours (8"block wall, 2x4 wall with sheet rock on both sides, etc). 
OSHA Checklist for Shop Compliance Page 2 of 5 
.106 Flammables have to be stored IAW the appropriate charts based on 
quantity. Fixed gas pumps need the proper electrical wiring for a 
classified 
location, fire extinguisher within 15- 25', and No Smoking signs 
posted. 
.110(b) LP tanks shall have no combustible material within 10' of tank 
to include 
grass. Tanks exceeding 500 Gallons can be no closer than 10' from any 
part of 
the building. Have to be protected from vehicular traffic unless 
protected by 
location. 
.132(a) Protective equipment, including personal protective equipment 
for head, 
eyes, face, and extremities, protective clothing, respiratory devices, 
protective 
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shields/barriers, shall be provided, used, and maintained in a sanitary 
and 
reliable condition. 
(d) Employer shall accomplish a hazard assessment annually. 
(f) Employer shall train employees in proper care, maintenance, useful 
life and 
when PPE is necessary. 
.141(a)(5) Every workplace shall prevent the entrance or harborage of 
rodents, 
insects, and other vermin. 
.141(b) Potable water has to be supplied and individual drinking 
containers 
provided. 
(c) Each place of employment has to have toilet facilities. 
(d) Washing facilities shall be maintained in a sanitary condition and 
have 
tepid water. 
.145(a) Use safety tags to define specific hazards that may lead to injury 
to 
employees. 
.147(d) Specific procedures for LOTO if applicable. 
.151(b/c) Need first aid kit and eye wash/shower (requires weekly 
check) if 
corrosive materials are used. 
.157(c) shall have approved and mounted fire extinguishers for 
incipient staged 
fires. 
(e) Annual maintenance check and a monthly visual check. 
(g) Train employees how to use extinguisher. 
.176(b) Storage of material/equipment/supplies shall not create a 
hazard and 
shall be stacked, blocked, and limited in height so that they are stable 
and secure 
against sliding or collapse. 
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.177(c) Employer shall provide a training program for employees who 
service rim 
wheels. 
OSHA Checklist for Shop Compliance Page 3 of 5 
(d) Employer shall furnish and require use of a restraining device when 
servicing multi-piece rims. Employer shall provide a restraining device 
for wheel 
inflation on single piece rims unless the wheel is inflated on the vehicle 
and or 
equipment used to change the tire. 
.178-181 Cranes/electric hoists/chain falls(see CSB for difference and 
requirements) 
.212(a)(3) Point of operation guarding for machines is required unless 
required 
by another SUBPART. 
(b) Fixed machinery shall be securely anchored to prevent walking or 
moving. 
(Drill presses for example) 
.215(a)(4) Work rest on Bench grinder not at 1/8" or less. 
(b)(9) Tongue guard not installed or exceeds 1/4". 
.219 All belts, sprockets, wheels, chain drives, drive shafts, etc. below 
7' have to 
be guarded. 
Rule of thumb: If it moves, rotates, spins, etc., guard it 
.242(a) All tools whether furnished by employer or employee has to 
maintained in 
safe condition. That is to say it can not be modified, altered, etc. 
Rule of thumb: If you can t buy the tool in that condition, don t use it. If 
you can-- 
purchase the correct tool. 
.242(b) Compressed air used for cleaning must be reduced below 30 
PSI. Also 
suggest safety nozzle for blow down. No radiator clamps on pneumatic 
lines. 
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.243 Most hand held power tools require a constant pressure power 
switch, some 
exceptions. 
(c)(3) Portable grinders must have 180 guard on located between the 
operator 
and the work. 
.244 Jacks must be capable of the lift, inspected at least every 6 
months, have a 
rated load legibly and permanently marked in a prominent place on the 
jack. 
.252(a)(2) Welding special precautions-- Always have a fire watch with a 
readily 
available fire extinguisher when welding if there are any combustibles 
in the area. 
PPE is covered under.132. Use screens to prevent flash blindness of 
fellow 
employees. 
.253(a) General-- Use approved devices for mixing flammable gases. 
Don t use 
acetylene in excess of 15 psig. All cylinders with a water weight of 30 
pounds 
have to have a collar, means of attaching a valve protection cap, and or 
a recess 
to protect the valve. Each cylinder shall have a fixed hand wheel, or 
have a key, 
handle, or nonadjustable wrench on the valve stem when in use. 
Cylinders will be 
OSHA Checklist for Shop Compliance Page 4 of 5 
in use (on cart with regulators installed) and or in proper storage. Never 
lay an 
acetylene cylinder down on its side. 
.254 Arc welding-- No splices, mars, or open conductors within 10' of 
electrode 
holder. Joining lengths of work/cables shall be via approved means 
(vise grips 
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are not acceptable). Lugs shall be covered via a door, guard, and or lug 
covers. 
Operators shall inspect and report any defects or safety hazards to the 
supervisor and discontinue the use of equipment until repairs are made 
by a 
qualified person. 
.303(b)(1) Electrical equipment shall be free from recognized hazards. 
(2) All electrical devices shall be used and installed with their listing and 
labeling from manufacture. 
(c) All splices shall be covered with and insulation equivalent to that of 
the 
conductor-- No electrical tape. 
(e) Electrical equipment must have the manufactures name, trademark, 
or 
other descriptive marking on the product. 
(f) Each service, feeder, and its branch circuit must be legibly marked at 
its 
disconnecting means. 
(g)(1) A clear working space of 3' must be available in front of all 
electrical 
equipment, i.e. panel boxes, disconnects, etc. 
(g)(2) Live parts of electrical equipment operating at 50 Volts or more 
shall be 
guarded via a cabinet, room, vault, or similar enclosure, 8' above 
working 
surface. 
.304(e)(iv) Over-current devices shall be readily accessible to all 
employees and 
or authorized building management personnel. 
(e)(vi) Circuit breakers shall clearly indicate whether they are in the 
open/closed position, i.e. no tape over breakers. 
(f)(4) The path to ground from circuits, equipment, and enclosures shall 
be 
permanent and continuous. 
(f)(v) Equipment connected by cord and plug have to be grounded if in 
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hazardous locations, operated at 150 Volts to ground, refrigerators, 
appliances, 
hand held motor operated tools, portable hand lamps, and any tools 
likely to be 
used in a wet/damp location. Note: Tools need not be grounded if 
supplied 
through and isolating transformer with an ungrounded secondary of not 
over 50 
Volts or by an approved system of double insulation.(Tool must have 
marking 
that stipulates double insulation.) 
.305(b)(1) Conductors entering boxes, cabinets, or fittings shall be 
protected from 
abrasions and the holes shall be effectively closed. (Use grommets and 
or 
Romex connectors). All unused openings will be effectively closed (use 
metal or 
plastic pop-ins for holes in cabinets and boxes and blanker plates in 
panel 
boxes). 
(b)(2) All pull boxes, junction boxes, and fittings shall have a cover 
installed 
approved for the purpose.( Should not see any wires or wire nuts). Panel 
boxes 
OSHA Checklist for Shop Compliance Page 5 of 5 
must have a dead front installed. Light switches and receptacles must 
have a 
cover/face plate. 
(e)(2) Switches, circuit breakers, and switchboards installed in 
wet/damp 
locations must be enclosed in weatherproof enclosures, i.e. must be 
installed 
such that moisture or water can not enter and accumulate. 
(g)(1) Flexible cords can not be used: 
- as a substitute for fixed wiring. 
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- Run through holes in walls, ceilings and floors, doorways, 
windows and other similar openings. 
- Attached to building structures. 
- Or concealed behind floors, ceilings, or walls. 
(g)(2) Flexible cords can not be spliced or tapped. 
(g)(3) Flexible cords must have strain relief. 
.307(b) Equipment, wiring methods, and installations of equipment in 
Hazardous 
(classified) locations shall be intrinsically safe, approved for the 
location, or safe 
for the location. 
Note: In a shop, the area within 18" of the floor and any pit or painting 
area will be a classified location. Therefore, if the mechanics are 
breaking down 
gasoline engines and or using a creeper to go under vehicles, they need 
a 
classified trouble light. 
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Company Name:
Vendor ID 

#:
$$ paid in 

2009
$$ paid in 

2008
$$ paid 
in 2007

Absolute Fire Protection Co., Inc 0088
Ace Reprographic Svc 0096
Action Rubber & Industrial 0106
Alstar Auto & Seating $964.80
Aerial Rise, LLC $960.00 $240.00
AeroLift Co 0148
Airgas East 0154 $372.69 $352.77
Air Brake & Equipment Repairs 0145 $898.49 $257.15 $696.32
Allied Office Supplies 0205
Allied Oil Company     Diesel Fuel 0207 $646,864.72 $499,346.06
All Points Automotive & Towing Inc. 0179 $80.00 $728.50 $857.00
American Driveshaft Services, Inc. 0256 $439.50
American Hose & Hydraulic Co., Inc. 0262
American Messaging 0266 $147.70 $83.52
American Mobile Glass 0272 $359.50 $1,571.77 $2,899.04
American Public Works Assoc. NJ Chapter 0275
Atlantic Detroit Diesel 0400 $14,753.69 $24,340.12
Altec Industries Inc 0230
Auto Equipment, Inc. 0432
Automated Waste Equipment Co., Inc. 0434
Automotive Brake Co. 0437 $13,457.88 $6,158.93
Baker Equipment 2756

Beyer Brothers Corp. 0670 $8,847.21 $11,644.13
Bobcat of North Jersey 4106 $280.41
Bogert Welding
Bolkema Fuel Co. 0715
Brake-O-Rama 0756
Bristol Donald Co. 0779
Bergen Brookside Tow 0562 $170.00 $2,675.00
Bergen Brookside Auto Body 0563 $20,779.24 $19,921.20
C&C Tire, Inc. 0900
Cambria Companies 0945 $141.86
Cerami 1025
ChemSearch 1048 $224.62
City Wide Towing 1088
Cliffside Body Corp. 1101 $210.08 $702.33 $3,379.68
Cyclone Air Power, Inc 1335 $260.00
Cuda Metro Sales, Inc. 1318 $375.00
Danka Office Imaging 1359
Dave Stern 1378
David Weber Oil Co. 1380 $20,885.57 $14,196.26
Diversified Inspections $640.90
Deluxe International Trucks, Inc 1403 $574.46 $1,468.78 $872.41
Ditch Witch Mid Atlantic 1477
Dover Diesel Service 1510 $4,403.03
East Coast Emergency Lighting, Inc 1623
Edgewater Industrial 1665
Elgee Manufacturing Co. 1724
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Engenius Technology 1751
Englewood Chevrolet 1775
Fairway Dodge 1830 $86.82
Feldman Brothers Electrical Supply Co
Fire & Safety Services 1901 $185.74 $1,439.75 $5,804.79
Firestone Complete Auto Care $158.39
Fleet Pride 1957
Fluids Control Corporation
Foley Machinery Co., Inc. 1970 $14.26
Fregmen's Power Equipment, Inc. 2000
GAMKA Sales 2185 $801.35
Garden State Highway Products, Inc. 2050
Giant Services 2100
Glen Rock Mower Services, Inc. 2118
Goffle Brook Sales & Serv. 2137
Grainger 4732 $111.26 $16.34 $389.49
H.A. DeHart & Son 2241
H.R. Muzzio & Son, Inc. 3756 $807.12 $70.00
Hawthorne Chevrolet 2320 $2,101.15 $995.73
Hawthorne Radiator 2327 $1,536.00 $1,446.75
Healthnet Medical Group
Hello Direct, Inc.
Hoffman Services, Inc. 2403 $200.00 $937.00
Howard Welsch Associates, Inc.
Hudson County Motors 2465 $4.14 $449.88
Industrial Truck Body Corp. 2584
Ingersoll-Rand Company 2590
J&J Truck Bodies&Trailers
Jan Industrial Elect. Co., Inc. 2709
Jensen & Mitchell Inc. 2720 $18,607.88 $6,887.79
Jesco, Inc. 2750 $2,912.55 $1,867.86
Jet-Vac Inc. 2751 $2,915.22
John's Truck Parts 2790
Kal Dor 2850
Keehn Power Products, Inc. 2890 $165.98
Ken Smith 2922 $1,163.19 $8,177.27 $6,776.00
King's Auto Parts 2950
Kirk's Orange Tire & Auto 2955 $25,227.35 $46,207.70
Kraft Power Corporation
Lowesville Automotive Warehouse, Inc. 3261
Maco Office Supplies 7409
Major Police Supply 2088 $83.75
McNeilus Truck & Manufacturing Co. 3458 $80.59
Metro Air Compressor 3469 $704.00
Metro Hydraulic Jack Co. 3523 $2,141.84 $1,821.38
Metropolitan Rubber Co., Inc.
Midland Auto Parts 7432 $244.00 $1,295.82 $6,991.41
Midland Park Honda & Deere 3588
Morristown Auto Body, Inc.
Modern Equipment Sales & Rental Co. 5250 $1,381.61 $2,161.38
Motors Fleet 5190 $44,033.10
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New Draulics Tools Division
NJ Department of Treasury 6003 $750.00
NJ Motor Truck Assoc. 4012 $395.00 $975.00
North Jersey Bobcat, Inc. 4106
North Jersey Media Group 4118
Northeastern  Associates 4150 $15.50 $116.97
Northshore Mfg., Inc. 4135
Nick's Towing Service, Inc. $500.00
Old Dominion Brush 4240 $4,184.74 $3,834.42
Outstanding Services Co., Inc. 4277 $119.80 $1,078.20
P&A Auto Parts 4284 $10,128.33 $6,118.71
P.C. Warehouse 4302
Platinum II $273.36
Petty Cash $56.71
PL Custom Emergency Vehicles 4512 $863.12 $30.08
Power Battery Co. 4550 $771.57 $4,503.95
Powertech Motion Control, Inc. 4552 $849.99 $681.25
Precision Husky Corp. 4562 $198.02
Princton Nassau Conover 4598 $19,825.50
Progressive Hydraulics, Inc. 4630
PWANJ 4608
Quality Transmission 4704
Ranger Tire 4757 $20,474.60 $14,143.00
R A K Industries 
Ridgewood Press 4912
Ridgewood Water 6197 $126.00 $494.01 $531.18
Robert's & Son, Inc. 4993 $586.26 $5,475.51 $4,278.37
Rockmount/Nassau 5031 $775.04 $654.69
Rondale Towing, Inc. 5036
Ross Equipment 5049 $694.29 $579.12
Route 23 Auto Mall 5073 $3,915.96 $4,659.85
Salomone Brothers, Inc. 5150 $28,891.81
Sandy's Service, Inc.
Sanitation Equipment 5180 $515.93 $10,055.52 $12,847.74
Sealand Power Industries, Inc, $76.43
Simpson Distributors, Inc. 5339 $252.00
Snap-on Tool 5376
Spray Control Systems Inc. 5354 $75.22 $73.90
Staples Business Advantage 5482
State Line Fire & Safety Inc. 5495
Steelfab 5550 $182.16
Stohrer Brothers, Inc
Storr Tractor Co. 5590 $1,351.07 $885.02
Suburban Auto Seat Inc. 5625 $405.00
Superior Distributors 5662 $232.64 $24,097.95 $20,147.33
Tabco Auto & Truck Repairs 5712
Technology & Maintenance Council 5763 $395.00 $395.00
Tennant Sales & Svc 5769
The Sharp Shop 5859
The Radiator Store $229.00
Timmerman Equipment Co. 6350 $985.35 $229.35
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Tower Fasteners Co., Inc.
Trak Engineering 5912 $1,296.00 $1,258.00 $1,830.00
TransAxle 5914 $1,486.91 $9,277.10 $23,405.64
Tri-Gen Equipment Co. 6012
Tri-State Bearings & Supply 6018 $1,200.29 $2,057.28
TriUs, Inc. 6017
Truck Parts Specialists 6046 $123.89
United Motor Parts 6059
UPS
Universal Electric Motor Srv 6072
Universal Life Safety Product's Inc.
Utility One Source 6069
Valtec Inc. 6099 $2,668.67
Van Dines Four Wheel Drive 6105 $19,700.00 $58.24
Verizon Wiresless 0528 $645.30 $438.31
Victory Iron Works 6127
Village Auto Body 6129
Warnock Automotive Inc. 6381
Wilfred Mac Donald 6434 $185.87 $183.31
Winzer Corporation $307.69
Wolfington Body Co., Inc 6465
Wurth USA Inc. 6471
Wyckoff Power Equipment Co., Inc. 6472
W.B. Mason Co., Inc $9.93 $357.24 $346.48
Wyckoff Chrysler, Inc. $275.25 $746.61
Work N Gear $2,399.24
Regional Communications, Inc $55.00
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